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1 The RA Oracle E-Business Suite Agent

The RA Oracle E-Business Suite Agent is used to initiate Oracle E-Business Suite (OEBS) programs directly from the
Automation Engine and manage programs launched from Concurrent Manager. An Agent utility creates the Automation
Engine Jobs for existing OEBS programs.

Oracle's Concurrent Manager is very good at running single Oracle E-Business Suite programs, but is limited when trying to
create complex multi-program Workflows with dependencies. The RA Oracle E-Business Suite Agent easily handles complex
Workflows with dependencies, passes dynamic parameters, and automates output management. The RA Oracle E-Business
Suite Agent combines the best of both Concurrent Manager and the Automation Engine into a unified single point of control.

Using the RA Oracle E-Business Suite Agent, you can:

• Initiate OEBS programs directly from the Automation Engine user interface using the full range of Automation Engine
application management features.

• Create Automation Engine Jobs for existing OEBS programs.
• Capture and manage, through the user interface, user-definable sets of OEBS programs initiated from Concurrent Manager.

These capabilities are described below.

Initiating OEBS Programs from the Automic
Local Client

To create complex multi-program Workflows with dependencies, you can build your Workflow objects in the
Automation Engine's Local Client
. The Automation Engine can manage and launch Jobs in Concurrent Manager.

To accomplish this in the Automation Engine user interface, you create Jobs to run OEBS programs through Concurrent
Manager. These Jobs can be added to a Workflow to take advantage of the full range of Automation Engine automation
features. Also, by initiating OEBS programs from the
Automation Engine's Local Client
, you can take advantage of Job monitoring, dynamic parameter passing, and output distribution. You also can open the
program output and logs from the
Automation Engine's Local Client
.

Creating Jobs for OEBS Programs

The RA Oracle E-Business Suite Agent includes a utility that automatically creates Automation Engine Jobs from your
existing OEBS programs. This utility allows you to choose an Application Short Name, then reads the necessary information
about each program from the OEBS tables, and builds the Automation Engine Jobs for each program.

Creating a Workflow for an OEBS Request Set

The RA Oracle E-Business Suite Agent includes a utility to create an Automation Engine Workflow from an existing OEBS
request set. If Jobs do not already exist for the programs within the selected request set, based on the naming convention
specified in the New Job Name field, the Agent will automatically create them as well.

Capturing and Managing OEBS Programs

The RA Oracle E-Business Suite Agent can capture and manage OEBS programs initiated directly from Concurrent Manager.
When the specified OEBS programs are initiated by whatever mechanism you normally use to get them into Concurrent
Manager (e.g. a Foundation screen, CONCSUB command, or Windows application), the sets of programs are monitored
through the Automation Engine user interface. You can then use all the featured of the Automation Engine to control the Jobs
running on the system.

Conceptual Video: Continuous Operations for Oracle E-Business Suite

Figure 1: Continuous Operations for Oracle E-Business Suite

 About Rapid Automation Agents
Agents are the objects that establish the connection between the Automation Engine and the application or operating system
where Jobs are processed. Agents start, monitor and report the current status of the Jobs.

The term Rapid Automation refers to a generic technology that is able to include and process various automation solutions in
Automation Engine. The solutions are realized through Rapid Automation (RA) solutions. RA Agents make the functions of an
RA solution accessible.
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After loading an RA .jar file into the Automation Engine, you will be able to define RA Agent-specific connection, Agent, and
Job objects with unique screens. The topics in this guide describe how to use these RA screens, not how to define connection,
Agent, and Job objects. For information on creating these objects, see your Automation Engine or documentation.

Using Object Variables in Fields

You can use object variables in the format &<variable name> in most fields on Rapid Automation panels. The values of these
object variables will be replaced at run time.

It is recommended that you terminate object variable names with a # character.

Using Search Fields

Some Rapid Automation dialogs include Search fields. Each Search field:

Example searches using UNIX regular expressions and the Oracle % wildcard are shown in the table below.

To search: Use: For example: Could return:

For text with a particular
beginning

<text> or ^<text> ^f fan, fast, or fun

With a single character
wildcard

<optional text>.<optional
text>

f.n fan or fun

With a multiple character
wildcard

<optional text>.*<optional
text> or <optional text>
%<optional text>

c.*t cat or carrot

For text with a particular
ending

%<text>$ or .*<text>$ %x$ mix, max, suffix

With a combination of
searches

<search>|<search> .an|^f can, fan, fast, fun, or man

By default searches behave as if they:

Assigning Programs or Options

Assign programs or options by moving them from the Unassigned panel to the Assigned panel. The table below describes how
to assign multiple options.

To: Do this:

Move a selected value between the two panels Double-click the value.

 -or-

Select the value and click the single arrow button.

Move all values between the two panels Click on the double arrow button.

Make multiple contiguous selections Hold down the Shift key and click the first and last values.

Make multiple nonadjacent selections Hold down the Control key and click on each value.

 Using WebHelp at docs.automic.com
The format of the documentation at docs.automic.com requires a Web browser. There you will find the most up to date version
of this documentation. In addition you will find the latest Automic software components.

Automic documentation is written as a series of topics. Each topic begins with a heading followed by a summary paragraph.
The summary paragraph states the key concepts presented in the topic. To get a quick overview of a chapter, read the summary
paragraph for each topic and look at the images and their captions.

Documentation at docs.automic.com contains the most up to date version of this documentation. It is provided in both .pdf and
HTML5 formats.

The HTML5 documentation is displayed as individual HTML pages. You can:

• Find documents in the table of contents.
• Find documents with full-text search.
• Print individual topics.

http://docs.automic.com/
http://docs.automic.com/
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Contents

The Contents tab contains the contents of the documentation in a tree-view of the directory structure. It includes all the guides
and their topics.

To expand or collapse a book or topic with subtopics, click it. To view a topic, click it too.

If you click a hyperlink in a topic that takes you to a new topic, the table of contents is refreshed to show your location.

Searching the HTML5

You can search through the entire documentation using the search field in the top right-hand corner of the web page. Enter one
or more search terms in the field and start the search either by clicking the magnifying glass icon or using the Enter key. The
search results are displayed in a separate screen.

• Uppercase and lowercase letters are not distinguished (not case-sensitive).
• You can use any combination of letters (a-z) and numbers (0-9).
• You can search for several words. The following combinations can be used: AND relations (separators: AND, +, &), OR

relations (blank or | can be used as a separator) and negations (^ character in front of the term, NOT will not work).
• To combine search operators and expressions, use ( ). Example: term1 AND (term2 OR term3).
• A search for run will also yield the following results: running, runner and runtime.
• Search results will be highlighted.
• Wildcard characters are not supported.
• Punctuation marks that are used in the word (such as a dot, colon, semi colon, comma or hyphen) have the effect that the

searched term is split into two words.

Printing Topics

To print individual topics from a HTML5 documentation, select the topic and click Print in the bar at the top of the screen.

To print entire guides, print from the .pdf files.

Using the Compatibility Checker

The Automic Compatibility Checker found at docs.automic.com is the only official and up to date source for compatibility of
Automic software components, versions, and sub-components.

2 RA Oracle E-Business Suite Agent Administration

The most visible component of the RA Oracle E-Business Suite Agent is the OEBS AGENT object. Through the OEBS
AGENT object you:

• Set up the Automation Engine-initiated and the OEBS-initiated interfaces
• Automatically create Automation Engine Jobs from existing OEBS programs
• Define sets of OEBS programs to manage through the Automation Engine

The RA Oracle E-Business Suite Agent solution AGENT object is different from a standard AGENT object. It is an interface
to the OEBS database rather than an installed Agent on a server. However, the RA Oracle E-Business Suite Agent solution
AGENT object is displayed in the System Overview dialog and can be controlled like any other AGENT object.

You do not need to define a standard AGENT object on the same machine as the RA Oracle E-Business Suite Agent solution
Agent.

Basic Steps for Implementing the RA Oracle E-Business Suite Agent

The basic steps for implementing the RA Oracle E-Business Suite Agent include:

1. Setting up Oracle Advanced Queuing as described in topic Setting Up Oracle Advanced Queuing.
2. Optionally, setting up a separate Oracle user account for the Agent as described in topic Setting Up a Separate Oracle User

Account for the Agent.
3. Loading the OEBSAgent_deploy_file.jar file for your Automation Engine.
4. Creating RA Oracle E-Business Suite Agent CONN object(s) to connect to the OEBS database.
5. Checking that all prerequisites have been met as described in topic Checking Prerequisites and Privileges.
6. Making sure the necessary privileges are present as described in topic Checking Prerequisites and Privileges.
7. Creating an RA Oracle E-Business Suite Agent solution AGENT object and specifying Agent runtime values for it.
8. Manually creating the following kinds of Jobs:

• A single Job to specify Job capture settings.

http://docs.automic.com/compatibility/
http://docs.automic.com/
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• Standard RA Oracle E-Business Suite Agent Jobs.
• One or more template Jobs for automatic Job creation (if you will be creating Jobs this way).

9. Optionally, automatically creating Jobs in bulk, and manually editing them.

Each step is described in this chapter.

Steps for Upgrading the RA Oracle E-Business Suite Agent

The steps for implementing the RA Oracle E-Business Suite Agent include:

1. Stopping the service(s) for your RA Oracle E-Business Suite Agent solution Agent(s) from the Service-Manager window
or command line.

2. Exiting the Automation Engine user interface.
3. Loading the OEBSAgent_deploy_file.jar file for your Automation Engine.
4. Restarting the service(s) for your RA Oracle E-Business Suite Agent solution Agent(s) from the Service-Manager window

or command line.
5. Logging into Client 0 and updating your RA Oracle E-Business Suite Agent solution Agent(s). You update RA Oracle E-

Business Suite Agent solution Agents by checking the Update Database Objects box on the General sub-tab under the
Agent's Oracle E-Business Suite tab and saving the Agent.

If you want to update the trigger to upgrade an RA Oracle E-Business Suite Agent solution Agent that is stopped, you can
copy the upgrade.sql file from the RA Oracle E-Business Suite Agent.zip file from the Automic Download Center and run
it from SQL*Plus.

6. Stopping and restarting the service(s) for your RA Oracle E-Business Suite Agent solution Agent(s) from the Service-
Manager window or command line again.

Creating Oracle E-Business CONN Object(s)

To link the RA Oracle E-Business Suite Agent to Oracle E-Business Suite, you must create one or more CONN objects. For
more information, see topic Creating RA Oracle E-Business Suite Agent CONN Objects.

Creating an Oracle E-Business Suite AGENT Object and Specifying Agent Runtime Values for It

You create the RA Oracle E-Business Suite Agent solution AGENT object as you would create any AGENT object in the
Automation Engine. Agent runtime values are described in topic Specifying Agent Runtime Values.

Automatically Creating Jobs

Before creating Jobs from the Create Jobs sub-tab, you must manually define one or more RA Oracle E-Business Suite
Agent Jobs to use as template Job(s). Create RA Oracle E-Business Suite Agent Jobs on the Create Job sub-tab by picking
an application short name, program names, Job naming convention, and template Job, and clicking Create Job. For more
information, see topic Automatically Creating Jobs.

Creating and Editing Standard RA Oracle E-Business Suite Agent Jobs

You can create Jobs to run Standard OEBS programs. RA Oracle E-Business Suite Agent Jobs include a special Oracle E-
Business Suite tab, where you can enter program, output and parameter information.

These panels are also available in the Job's definition and where Jobs are assigned to Workflows. Read-only panels are also
available for tasks from the Activities dialog. The fields in these panels allow variables and VARA objects.

For more information on editing RA Oracle E-Business Suite Agent Jobs, see chapter Working with Jobs.

Creating a Job Capture Job

To capture Jobs, you must create a Job capture Job and select the Jobs to capture. For more information, see topic Capturing
RA Oracle E-Business Suite Agent Jobs.

 Installing/Upgrading the Oracle E-Business Suite Agent in an
Existing Automation Engine System
This topic describes how to install the Oracle E-Business Suite Agent in an existing Automation Engine system.

Steps to Install or Upgrade the Oracle E-Business Suite Agent

Make sure that this and other Java Agents can only connect to TCP port numbers that are lower than 65536. If they use a
higher port number, the Agent cannot start and aborts with an error message. This limitation is caused by Java and affects the
Agents for JMX, Databases, SAP, and RA.

To set-up the RA Oracle E-Business Suite Agent, you need to:
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• Meet the Java Requirements as described in the Java Requirements section below.
• Load a license in the database for the Agent.
• Put the Agent core file(s) on the host machine.
• Do one of the following: 

• For Windows: Execute the setup.exe file.
• For UNIX: Unpack the ucxjcitx.tar.gz file.

• Edit the ucxjcitx.ini file.
• Load the Oracle E-Business Suite .jar file into the database.
• Create an Agent object. The RA Agent only starts if an Agent object of the same name exists in system client 0000.
• Enable Rapid Automation trace to provide more troubleshooting information.
• Start the Agent.
• Disable Rapid Automation trace.

Running Jobs in the Same EBS Database as Applications Manager While Migrating

If you upgrade from Applications Manager with the Oracle Applications Extension Agent to Automation Engine with the RA
Oracle E-Business Suite Agent, you may want to temporarily run some Jobs concurrently in both systems while migrating.

To do this, copy the OAE_OEBS_proc_overrides.sql file from the RA Oracle E-Business Suite Agent .zip file from the
Automic Download Center and run it from SQL*Plus.

When you are done migrating:

1. Edit the RA Oracle E-Business Suite Agent solution Agent object associated with Automation Engine and check the
Update Database, after Agent Restart box.

2. Stop the RA Oracle E-Business Suite Agent solution Agent.
3. Stop the OAE Agent associated Applications Manager.
4. From SQL*Plus, run the following:

drop procedure uc4_user_proc;
drop procedure appworx_user_proc;

5. Start the RA Oracle E-Business Suite Agent solution Agent.
6. Edit the OAE Agent and click the Update button
7. Start the Agent

Java Requirements

On the host
and each machine where an Automation Engine user interface is installed
, check the current version of your system's Java Virtual Machine (JVM) using the following command:

java -version

The Oracle E-Business Suite Agent requires Java 1.7 or 1.8 on the Agent machine and all machines where the user interface
is installed. If Java 1.7 or 1.8 are not the default version of Java for the user interface, it can be specified in the ucdj.ini file as
shown below:

cmd="C:\Program Files (x86)\Java\jre7\bin\javaw" -Xmx1024m -Dsun.locale.formatasdefault=true -
 com.uc4.ucdf.UCDialogFactory - U%User%

http://downloads.automic.com/
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On the Agent machine, the explicit path to the Java JDE or JDK 1.7 or 1.8 is needed on the command to start the Agent. An
example is shown below:

/etc/alternatives/jdk1.7.0_45/bin/java  -Xmx2048m  -jar ucxjcitx.jar disable_cache

For platform-specific Java requirements on your Automation Engine machine, see your Automation Engine release notes.

You can get the necessary files to install Java from Oracle.

License File Requirement

License files for RA Agents need to have a EX.RA.<AGENT TYPE> line in them and be loaded into the database. For more
information on loading keyfiles, see your Automation Engine documentation.

Putting Agent Core Files on the Host Machine

Install each RA Agent in its own sub-directory on its host machine.

Warning:  The Agent core must be the same version as the Automation Engine. You can update the Agent core by
getting updated files for an Automation Engine release by downloading the image for that release from the Automic
Download Center and putting the Agent files in place following these instructions.

For UNIX

1. On the host machine, create a directory for the Agent. We highly recommend installing each RA Agent type on the same
host in its own sub-directory. For example:

automic/agents/ra_ftp
automic/agents/ra_bo
automic/agents/ra_ws

2. Copy the ucxjcitx.tar.gz file in the \Automation.Platform\Agents\rapidautomation\Core\unix sub-directory from the
Automic Download Center to the sub-directory you created for this Agent.

3. Unpack the ucxjcitx.tar.gz file using the following commands:

gunzip ucxjcitx.tar.gz
tar -xvf ucxjcitx.tar

For Windows

1. On the host machine, create a directory for the Agent. We highly recommend installing each RA Agent type on the same
host in its own sub-directory. For example:

C:\automic\agents\ra_ftp
C:\automic\agents\ra_bo
C:\automic\agents\ra_ws

2. Copy the files in the \Automation.Platform\Agents\rapidautomation\Core\windows\x86 sub-directory from the
Automic Download Center to the sub-directory you created for this Agent.

3. Execute the setup.exe file.

Supplied Files

The Rapid Automation Agent core includes the following notable files:

• ucxjcitx.jar

Agent core for Rapid Automation

http://downloads.automic.com/
http://downloads.automic.com/
http://downloads.automic.com/
http://downloads.automic.com/
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• ucxjcitx.ini

Rapid Automation configuration file
• *.jar

Libraries
• uc.msl

Message library
• setup.exe

The Windows installation executable for the RA Agent core

Editing the ucxjcitx.ini File

Edit the required parameters in the ucxjcitx.ini file for the RA Agent described below.

• name

Name of the Agent object. The Agent name is limited to 32 of the following characters: "A-Z", "0-9", "_", ".", "$", "@", "-"
and "#".

Hyphens ("-") are only allowed in Agent names. They must not be used in the names of any other objects.

Although Agent names are limited to 32 characters, you should keep them under 25 characters. The last seven characters
are used for adding the suffix '.NEW.nn' when a new Agent is created from its template.

• system

Automation Engine system name. This entry must be identical to the entry in the .ini file of the Automation Engine server.
• cache_directory

Directory to which the Agent should store the RA solutions. This will be set to cache by default and does not need to be
altered unless you want to change it.

• lib_directory

Directory that contains external libraries that are not part of the solution (such as ojdbc6.jar).

Default: lib
• ra

Used for additional trace. Before starting a newly installed or upgraded Agent, it is a good idea to turn Rapid Automation
trace on by adding ra=99 as shown below. This will give more troubleshooting information if something goes wrong
during the install. After a successful Agent start, you can set ra=0, and restart the Agent to turn Rapid Automation trace
off.

• cp

Address of the communication process in the Automation Engine system to which the Agent should connect itself. The
format is:

<DNS name or TCP/IP address>:<port number> 

For information on the additional parameters in the ucxjcitx.ini file, see your Automation Engine documentation.

A sample ucxjcitx.ini file is shown below. The required parameters are shown in bold:

[GLOBAL]
name=RA01
            
system=AE
            
logcount=10
logging=../temp/RA_LOG_##.TXT
;LogMaxSize: 0...default, qualifiers k...Kilo, M...Mega, G...Giga
LogMaxSize = 0
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language=E
helplib=uc.msl
 

[RA]
cache_directory=cache
            
ext_directory=external
shared_directory=shared
lib_directory=lib
            
 

[TCP/IP]
connect=20
cp=localhost:2217
 

[AUTHORIZATION]
KeyStore=
InitialPackage=
 

[VARIABLES]
uc_host_jcl_var=RA
uc_ex_path_bin=.
uc_ex_path_temp=..\temp\
uc_ex_path_jobreport=..\temp\
 

[TRACE]
file=..\temp\RA_TRACE_##.TXT
;TraceMaxSize: 0...default, qualifiers k...Kilo, M...Mega, G...Giga
TraceMaxSize=0
tcp/ip=0
ra=99
            
trccount=10
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[CP_LIST]
2218=PC01
            

Loading the Oracle E-Business Suite .jar File into the Database

On the host machine, start the utility AE.DB Load and select the RA Oracle E-Business Suite Agent's .jar file. The utility will
then load it to the Automation Engine database. The .jar file can be loaded via the graphical interface or the Java batch mode
(ucybdbld.jar) of the utility Automation Engine DB Load. Loading with the Automation Engine DB Load in batch mode
(ucybdbld.exe) under Windows is not possible.

The RA Agent can only connect to one RA solution. If you intend to use several RA solutions, keep in mind that each solution
requires its own RA Agent.

You cannot load the same .jar file of an RA solution to several systems at a time. Any attempt to do so can cause the utility
Automation Engine DB Load to abort.

Starting the Oracle E-Business Suite Agent

The Oracle E-Business Suite Agent only starts if an Agent object of the same name exists in system client 0000. A template for
the Agent objects is stored in the TEMPLATE folder.

You can use the following command to start the Agent via the command line (UNIX and Windows):

java -jar -Xrs -Xmx256M ucxjcitx.jar disable_cache
/etc/alternatives/jdk1.7.0_45/bin/java  -Xmx2048m  -jar ucxjcitx.jar disable_cache

You can also start the Oracle E-Business Suite Agent using the Service Manager program. For more information, see your
Automation Engine documentation.

If you load the Oracle E-Business Suite solution, then start the Agent shortly afterward, you may get a cached Agent rather
than the one you just loaded. You can avoid this by adding disable_cache to the end of the start command. That way the
loaded version is always started.

There are two –D options for starting the RA Oracle E-Business Suite Agent:

• ra.oebs.childWaitSleep

The number of seconds a parent Job will sleep, after it completes, to wait for child Jobs to be captured. You may need to
increase this setting if parent Jobs often run so quickly that their child Jobs have not yet started.

Default if not set: 5
• ra.oebs.jobPoolSize

This pertains to a performance improvement regarding the number of open connections used by Jobs. In previous RA
Oracle E-Business Suite Agent releases, each Job got a connection when it started and released it when it was done. When
a Job requested a connection and none were available, the connection pool would create a new one. So if there were a large
number of simultaneous Jobs running, the size of the connection pool would be very large and could cause resource issues.

Now Jobs get a connection when they need to make a call to the database and return it when the call is done. These calls
typically have a very short duration, and each Job makes only a small number of calls. The connection pool is now a fixed
size by default. If no connection is available when a Job needs one, it will wait until one is returned to the pool. If a larger
connection pool size is required, you can specify a larger value here.

Default if not set: 5
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The following shows an example shows of both -D options set in the Service Manager program:

/usr/bin/java -Dra.oebs.childWaitSleep=10 -Dra.oebs.jobPoolSize=20 -jar /u01/users/agents/OEBS/bin/
ucxjcitx.jar disable_cache

 Specifying Automation Engine/Agent Timeout Seconds
You can specify the timeout seconds between the Automation Engine UserInterface and Rapid Automation Agents using the
agentTimeout setting in the uc4config.xml file.

<paths>
        <docu type="hh">../../docu</docu>
        <!--docu type="wh">../docu</docu-->
        <!--browser type="Mozilla Firefox">/users/uc4/firefox/firefox</browser-->
        <logging count="10">../temp/UCDJ_LOG_##.TXT</logging>
        <trace count="10" ra="9" tcp="10" xml="10">../temp/UCDJ_TRC_##.TXT</trace>
        <tcpip_keepalive>1</tcpip_keepalive>
        <tcp_nodelay>1</tcp_nodelay>
        <agentTimeout>300</agentTimeout> 
        <SendBufferSize>1048576</SendBufferSize>
        <RecvBufferSize>1048576</RecvBufferSize>
</paths>

If no agentTimeout setting is specified, 100 seconds will be used.

When an Agent times out, a pop-up error is returned.

 Setting Up Oracle Advanced Queuing
Before you can create an RA Oracle E-Business Suite Agent solution AGENT object, you must set up Oracle Advanced
Queuing (AQ) with the following steps:

1. Create an AQ admin account on the same database where OEBS is installed. From the Oracle SYS account enter the
following, substituting the text in < > with the appropriate text for your database:

CREATE USER ra_aq_admin IDENTIFIED BY <aq_admin_password>
    DEFAULT TABLESPACE  <tablespace_name>
    TEMPORARY TABLESPACE <temp_tablespace_name>
ALTER user ra_aq_admin quota 100M on <tablespace_name>;

2. Copy the aq_admin_setup.sql and aq_user_setup.sql files from the RA Oracle E-Business Suite Agent.zip file from the
Automic Download Center.
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3. Create roles and AQ. From the SYS account enter:

@aq_admin_setup.sql

This will prompt for the password for the ra_aq_admin account. You need to pick up a password. This procedure will
create Advanced Queue ra_message_queue and ra_queue_message_table tables and then start the queue.

To manually start the queue, from ra_aq_admin account enter:

EXECUTE DBMS_AQADM.START_QUEUE(queue_name => 'ra_message_queue');

To manually stop the queue, from ra_aq_admin account,

EXECUTE DBMS_AQADM.STOP_QUEUE(queue_name => 'ra_message_queue');

4. Do one of the following: 

• To use the apps user as RA Oracle E-Business Suite Agent user, grant the role to the apps user. From the SYS account
enter:

@aq_user_setup.sql

This will prompt you for the RA Oracle E-Business Suite Agent username.
• To use a separate user as RA Oracle E-Business Suite Agent user, follow the instructions in Setting Up a Separate

Oracle User Account for the Agent. There is no need to run the script in the apps user.

 Setting Up a Separate Oracle User Account for the Agent
Oracle E-Business Suite database objects resides in the apps account. You can use this apps account to install the RA Oracle
E-Business Suite Agent. However, setting up a separate Oracle account for the RA Oracle E-Business Suite Agent gives you
better security and easier management.

To set up a separate Oracle account for the RA Oracle E-Business Suite Agent, run the user_apps_setup.sql script from the
SYS account like the following, where <username> is the name of the Oracle account and the <password> is that user's
password.

The new user creation script will grant the new user privileges. The process may cause re-validation of certain objects. Please
avoid peak hours for this step.

SQL> @ user_apps_setup.sql  <username>  <password>

The script will create the user in the tablespace of APPS_TS_TX_DATA, which is the same one as the APPS account. If you
want to use a different tablespace and quota, you can modify the Customer section in the script file. The new user has all the
necessary roles and privileges, including the Advanced Queueing privileges for the RA Oracle E-Business Suite Agent.

Once the script finished, check the user_apps_create_log.txt file for errors.

If the you currently have the RA Oracle E-Business Suite Agent installed in the apps account or another account, your need to
log in to that account and run the script OEBS_Drop.sql  to clean-up all the related objects.
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 Checking Prerequisites and Privileges
In order to install the RA Oracle E-Business Suite Agent, you must first make sure that all the prerequisites have been met and
the necessary privileges are present.

Prerequisites for Setting Up the RA Oracle E-Business Suite Agent Solution

The following are prerequisites for setting up the RA Oracle E-Business Suite Agent solution:

• Before updating the RA Oracle E-Business Suite Agent triggers and database tables, first suspend submitting and
processing of OEBS programs within the OEBS instance(s). Stop or pause the corresponding OEBS Concurrent Manager
component(s). Restart the component(s) after successfully completing the install.

• Have the following information for each RA Oracle E-Business Suite Agent CONN object you wish to create:

• Name and password
• Oracle SID
• Host IP address of the machine where the database resides
• Database port number

Warning:  You cannot have two Automation Engines accessing the same OEBS database or more than one RA Oracle
E-Business Suite Agent per OEBS instance.

Required Privileges for OEBS

There are several privileges that are needed to install the RA Oracle E-Business Suite Agent. Most of the privileges should
already be present. The RA Oracle E-Business Suite Agent install/upgrade will encounter exceptions if these privileges aren't
already granted.

The OEBS Oracle account apps or a separate Oracle user account for the Agent must have the following privileges:

create triggers
create procedures
create views
create tables
execute dbms_lock
execute dbms_output
execute dbms_dbpipe

Here are the SQL statements which must be run from the SYS account to grant those rights if they are missing:

grant create trigger to APPS;
grant create procedure to APPS;
grant create view to APPS;
grant create table to APPS;
grant execute on dbms_lock to APPS;
grant execute on dbms_output to APPS;

 Creating RA Oracle E-Business Suite Agent CONN Objects
You will need to create a CONN object for the RA Oracle E-Business Suite Agent solution AGENT and JOBS objects.

Prerequisites

Before creating CONN objects, you must:

1. Set up Oracle Advanced Queuing as described in topic Setting Up Oracle Advanced Queuing.
2. Check your Oracle prerequisites and privileges as described in topic Checking Prerequisites and Privileges.
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3. Load the OEBSAgent_deploy_file.jar for your Automation Engine as described in topic Installing/Upgrading the Oracle
E-Business Suite Agent in an Existing Automation Engine System.

The Login field on the Attributes 
tab
is not used for Automation Engine Jobs of the Oracle E-Business Suite Agent.

Creating the CONN Object

Create an OEBSAGENT > JDBCCONNECTION object in Client 0 as described in your Automation Engine documentation.

The recommended and supported user for the RA Oracle E-Business Suite Agent CONN object is the apps user.

The CONN object will be used for your RA Oracle E-Business Suite Agent solution AGENT and JOBS objects.

Define the Connection object by doing one of the following:

To: Do this:

Enter the host, port, and connect string in the provided fields
for an Oracle database

Select Oracle in the Database Type field.

Fill in the Host, Port, and Service Name fields and keep
the Free Form Entry box unchecked. The values you fill in
will populate the read-only JDBC Connect String field in
the Oracle 12c format: jdbc:oracle:thin:@//{host}:{port}/
{service}, which is backwards compatible.

If you need to find your service name, you can do it in one of
the following ways: 

• Log into to SQL*Plus as the SYS user and enter the
following command:

SQL> show parameter service_names

• On the command line, enter the lsnrctl status command
to get the services and instances available on the machine.

In previous releases, there was a SID field in place of the
Service Name field. In those releases, the JDBC Connect
String field was populated in the Oracle 9i/10g/11g format:
jdbc:oracle:thin:@{host}:{port}:{sid}. If you need to
continue using the older format going forward, you can enter
the JDBC connect string manually as described below.

Manually enter a connect string Select Oracle or SQLServer in the Database Type field.

Specify the database driver class, userid, and password.

Check the Free Form Entry box and enter a connect string
in the JDBC Connect String field.

Manually enter an Oracle RAC connect string Select Oracle RAC in the Database Type field.

Specify the database driver class, userid, and password.

Enter a RAC connect string in the Oracle RAC Connect
String field..

Configuration Requirements for Connecting to an Oracle 12c Application Database

Configuring the RA Oracle E-Business Suite Agent to connect to an Oracle 12c Application Database requires the ojdbc6.jar
JDBC driver file. To put the ojdbc6.jar file in place:

1. Stop the Agent.
2. Copy the JDBC driver ojdbc6.jar file from the Oracle database client installation to the lib directory.

The file is located at ORACLE_HOME/jdbc/lib/.
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For On Directory

UNIX bin/libAutomation Engine v11 or above

Windows bin\lib

UNIX bin/sharedAutomation Engine v9 or 10

Windows bin\shared

If you want to save the old file, you can copy it to a backup location outside the path of the Agent.
3. Remove the old ojdbc14.jar file from the Agent directory, if there is one there.
4. Unpack the ojdbc6.zip file, and copy the new ojdbc6.jar file to the Agent directory as follows:

On Directory

UNIX bin/lib

Windows bin\lib

5. Restart the Agent.

Configuration Requirements for Automation Engine v11.2 When You Do Not Use an Oracle 12c Application Database

Configuring the RA Oracle E-Business Suite Agent to connect to an Application Database that is not Oracle 12c when you are
using Automation Engine v11.2 requires the ojdbc<version>.jar file. To put the ojdbc<version>.jar file in place:

1. Stop the Agent.
2. Copy the JDBC driver ojdbc<version>.jar file from the Oracle database client installation to the lib directory.

The file is located at ORACLE_HOME/jdbc/lib/.
3. Unpack the ojdbc<version>.zip file, and copy the new ojdbc<version>.jar file to the Agent directory as follows.

On Directory

UNIX bin/lib

Windows bin\lib

4. Restart the Agent.

 Specifying Agent Runtime Values
RA Oracle E-Business Suite Agent solution AGENT objects includes an Oracle E-Business Suite tab with a unique OEBS
panel that includes the following active sub-tabs:

• General: Includes the Agent runtime values described below.
• Create Jobs: Allows you to automatically create RA Oracle E-Business Suite Agent Jobs. For more information, see topic

Automatically Creating Jobs.
• Create Workflow: Allows you to create a Workflow from a request set. For more information, see topic Automatically

Creating a Workflow.
• Query: Allows you to query for OEBS programs using a variety of criteria. For more information, see topic Querying

OEBS Programs.

Additionally, the Multi Node sub-tab, which is described below, becomes active when you check the Multi Node box on the
General sub-tab.

General Sub-tab Settings

Agent runtime values on the General sub-tab specify configuration settings for the Agent are described below.

• Connection

Your RA Oracle E-Business Suite Agent CONN object. For more information, see topic Creating RA Oracle E-Business
Suite Agent CONN Objects.

• Reconnect Timeout

Number of minutes the Agent will attempt to reconnect a failed database connection.
• Reconnect Sleep
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Number of seconds to sleep between database reconnection attempts. The Agent will use whatever is entered in the
Reconnect Timeout field and divide that by the Reconnect Sleep setting specified here to come up with how many retry
attempts to make.

For example, if Reconnect Timeout is set to 5 minutes, and Reconnect Sleep is set to 30 seconds; the Agent will attempt
to reconnect 10 times (300 seconds / 30 seconds = 10) with a 30 second sleep time between attempts.

If the Sleep Time is changed to 60 seconds, the Agent will then attempt to reconnect 5 times. Sample text from logs
showing a lost database connection and the Agents attempts to reconnect, are shown in topic Sample Database Reconnect
Logs.

• Update Database Objects

This box is only active when the Agent is running. If you check it, the trigger will update the next time Agent stops and
restarts. Once the Agent is restarted, this box will be unchecked again. The trigger will also update the first time the Agent
is started or any time the database tables do not exist.

If you want to update the trigger to upgrade an RA Oracle E-Business Suite Agent solution Agent that is stopped, you can
copy the upgrade.sql file from the RA Oracle E-Business Suite Agent.zip file from the Automic Download Center and run
it from SQL*Plus.

• Multi Node

Must be checked when Concurrent Manager is configured with more than one node. For additional set-up requirements, see
the Multi Node Settings section below.

• Index UC4_OA_REQUESTS

Indexes the UC4_OA_REQUESTS table for performance improvements. Checking or unchecking this box and saving the
Agent indexes or does not index the UC4_OA_REQUESTS table without the need to stop and restart the Agent.

• Output Wait Time

Optionally sets the total number of seconds to wait for XML Publisher Job output. In some cases, when the Job finishes
with Warning status, the output is not available at the time the Job completes, which results in the output file not being
registered for later viewing. If a wait time is specified, the Agent will wait for the file to be available. This is a global
setting or all Jobs that run on this RA Oracle E-Business Suite Agent solution Agent. It can be overridden in individual
Job definitions. The polling interval within the output wait time is determined by the Output Polling Time setting below
that can also be optionally overridden in the RA Oracle E-Business Suite Agent Job definition. You may want to set an
output wait time, if you don't want Jobs to show as Complete in the AWI until their output is created. The Job will show as
Complete in the AWI as soon as the Job completes and: 

• An output wait time is specified in the Agent or Job definitions and the output is present.
• An output wait time is specified in the Agent or Job definitions and the output wait time is exceeded.
• No output wait time is specified in the Agent or Job definitions.

• Output Polling Time

The seconds to wait between poll attempts to check if the output is available yet if an output wait time is set in the Agent's
Output Wait Time field or overridden in the Job definition.

Default when not set: 5

Multi Node Settings

If Concurrent Manager is configured with more than one node, the Multi Node box must be checked. Checking the Multi
Node box will associate the node where the output resides with the task, allowing output on remote nodes to be viewed from
the Automic user interface.

An RA Oracle E-Business Suite Agent solution Agent must be installed on the primary node with Oracle E-Business Suite. For
each of the other nodes on which the distributed Concurrent Managers run, an OS Agent needs to be purchased and installed.

When you check the Multi Node box, the Multi Node sub-tab becomes active. From there, you specify the name of the OS
Agent for each Oracle E-Business Suite node.

You can use the same OS Agent for every node.

Configuring Multi Node Systems with Different Operating Systems

The checkRegisteredFile parameter in the ucxjcitx.ini file is available for RA Oracle E-Business Suite Agent solution Agents
used in a multi node system with both Windows and UNIX nodes. In this case, the parameter should be set to 0 so that no
check will be performed. Therefore, the RA Oracle E-Business Suite Agent can register files with what may not be valid file
names on the OS where the RA Oracle E-Business Suite Agent runs.

Allowed values: "0" and "1" (default value)
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"0" = Registered files are not checked."1" = Registered files are checked.

Viewing Task Output for Multi Node Oracle E-Business Suite Tasks That Reside on an OS Agent

To view task output for Multi Node Oracle E-Business Suite tasks that reside on an OS Agent from the user interface, you
must:

• Define a Login object and add a line for each node where an OS Agent is installed. You specify the node name as the Host,
the user name as the Login info, and the user's password as the Password.

• Select the Login object in the Login field on the Output Scan tab for all of your Multi Node RA Oracle E-Business Suite
Agent Jobs.

 Sample Database Reconnect Logs

Sample text from logs where the database connection was lost and the Agent attempted to reconnect to it, are shown below.

If the application database goes down while the Agent is running, you will see errors like the following:

20120831/133922.152 - 13     RA_OEBS_SP4Status: OEBSAgentImpl:  uc4_oae_pk.getStatus 0
 timeout : 10 : i : class java.lang.Integer :
20120831/133932.147 - 13     RA_OEBS_SP4Status: DBCall: close connection 1089 ORA-01089:
 immediate shutdown in progress - no operations are permitted
 uc4_oae_pk.getStatus
        0 timeout : 10 : i : class java.lang.Integer :
 
20120831/133932.148 - 13     RA_OEBS_SP4Status: DBCall: isConnectError errorCode 1089 SQLState
 72000 ORA-01089: immediate shutdown in progress - no operations are permitted
ORA-06512: at "APPS.UC4_OAE_PK", line 932
ORA-06512: at line 1
 
20120831/133932.149 - 13     RA_OEBS_SP4Status: DBCall: isConnectError true
20120831/133942.153 - 13              getConnection: retry (SQLState 72000) ORA-01089: immediate
 shutdown in progress - no operations are permitted
ORA-06512: at "APPS.UC4_OAE_PK", line 932
ORA-06512: at line 1
 uc4_oae_pk.getStatus
        0 timeout : 10 : i : class java.lang.Integer :

Additionally, you will see a message similar to the one below that will show how many total attempts the Agent will make to
reconnect to the database. In the example below, it will retry 20 times with 30 seconds sleep time between each try. This would
match a Reconnect Timeout of 10 minutes and a Reconnect Sleep of 30 second set on the Agent's General tab.

20120831/133942.155 - 13     RA_OEBS_SP4Status: DBCall: runFunction: uc4_oae_pk.getStatus
20120831/133942.162 - 13              JDBCConnection reconnect: retries 20 sleep 30
 jdbc:oracle:thin:@hostname:1521

Next, you will see messages similar to the ones below that show the Agent trying to reestablish the connection.

20120830/134739.097 - 13     RA_OEBS_SP4Status: JDBCConnectionImpl: JDBCConnection
 createConnection apps jdbc:oracle:thin:@hostname:1521:VIS
20120830/134809.120 - 13              JDBCConnection reconnect retry 1
 jdbc:oracle:thin:@hostname:1521:VIS
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20120830/134809.122 - 13     RA_OEBS_SP4Status: JDBCConnectionImpl: JDBCConnection
 createConnection apps jdbc:oracle:thin:@hostname:1521:VIS
20120830/134838.998 - 10     U2000015 Periodical job test started.
20120830/134839.130 - 13              JDBCConnection reconnect retry 2
 jdbc:oracle:thin:@hostname:1521:VIS
20120830/134839.131 - 13     RA_OEBS_SP4Status: JDBCConnectionImpl: JDBCConnection
 createConnection apps jdbc:oracle:thin:@hostname:1521:VIS
20120830/134909.140 - 13              JDBCConnection reconnect retry 3
 jdbc:oracle:thin:@hostname:1521:VIS
20120830/134909.141 - 13     RA_OEBS_SP4Status: JDBCConnectionImpl: JDBCConnection
 createConnection apps jdbc:oracle:thin:@hostname:1521:VIS
20120830/134939.148 - 13              JDBCConnection reconnect retry 4
 jdbc:oracle:thin:@hostname:1521:VIS
20120830/134939.149 - 13     RA_OEBS_SP4Status: JDBCConnectionImpl: JDBCConnection
 createConnection apps jdbc:oracle:thin:@hostname:1521:VIS
20120830/134940.153 - 10     U2000015 Periodical job test started.

If the connection is successfully reestablished during the retry attempts, you will see messages similar to the following:

20120830/135009.159 - 13              JDBCConnection reconnect retry 5
 jdbc:oracle:thin:@hostname:1521:VIS
20120830/135009.160 - 13     RA_OEBS_SP4Status: JDBCConnectionImpl: JDBCConnection
 createConnection apps jdbc:oracle:thin:@hostname:1521:VIS
20120830/135039.168 - 13              JDBCConnection reconnect retry 6
 jdbc:oracle:thin:@hostname:1521:VIS
20120830/135039.169 - 13     RA_OEBS_SP4Status: JDBCConnectionImpl: JDBCConnection
 createConnection apps jdbc:oracle:thin:@hostname:1521:VIS
20120830/135041.331 - 10     U2000015 Periodical job test started.
20120830/135109.179 - 13              JDBCConnection reconnect retry 7
 jdbc:oracle:thin:@hostname:1521:VIS
20120830/135109.180 - 13     RA_OEBS_SP4Status: JDBCConnectionImpl: JDBCConnection
 createConnection apps jdbc:oracle:thin:@hostname:1521:VIS
20120830/135109.224 - 13              JDBCConnection reconnect successful, elapsed ms 210114
20120830/135109.225 - 13     RA_OEBS_SP4Status: DBCall: initStatement
20120830/135109.226 - 13     RA_OEBS_SP4Status: OEBSAgentImpl:  uc4_oae_pk.getStatus 0
 timeout : 10 : i : class java.lang.Integer :

If the connection is not successfully reestablished, you will see messages similar to the following. When the maximum number
of retries are exhausted, an error is printed to the log and written to the Messages dialog. After which, any newly submitted
Jobs will go to a Waiting for Host status. Once the maximum number of retries are exhausted, you need to restart the Agent to
reconnect it. Once the Agent restarts, all Jobs that had previously been running are allowed to finish, and new Jobs can start as
expected.

20121213/200452.085 -          JDBCConnection reconnect: retries 10 sleep 30
 jdbc:oracle:thin:@hostname:1521:VIS
20121213/200522.096 -          JDBCConnection reconnect retry 1 jdbc:oracle:thin:@hostname:1521:VIS
20121213/200550.495 - U2000015 Periodical job test started.
20121213/200552.107 -          JDBCConnection reconnect retry 2 jdbc:oracle:thin:@hostname:1521:VIS
20121213/200622.116 -          JDBCConnection reconnect retry 3 jdbc:oracle:thin:@hostname:1521:VIS
.20121213/200651.660 - U2000015 Periodical job test started.
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20121213/200652.126 -          JDBCConnection reconnect retry 4 jdbc:oracle:thin:@hostname:1521:VIS
20121213/200722.137 -          JDBCConnection reconnect retry 5 jdbc:oracle:thin:@hostname:1521:VIS
20121213/200752.161 -          JDBCConnection reconnect retry 6 jdbc:oracle:thin:@hostname:1521:VIS
20121213/200752.822 - U2000015 Periodical job test started.
20121213/200822.172 -          JDBCConnection reconnect retry 7 jdbc:oracle:thin:@hostname:1521:VIS
20121213/200852.206 -          JDBCConnection reconnect retry 8 jdbc:oracle:thin:@hostname:1521:VIS
20121213/200853.988 - U2000015 Periodical job test started.
20121213/200922.216 -          JDBCConnection reconnect retry 9 jdbc:oracle:thin:@hostname:1521:VIS
20121213/200922.227 -          JDBCConnection reconnect retries failed 10
 jdbc:oracle:thin:@hostname:1521:VIS

            Io exception: The Network Adapter could not establish the connection
        

            20121213/200922.235 - SQL Exception
        
20121213/200922.235 - (SQLState 72000) uc4_oae_pk.getStatus
        0 timeout : 10 : i : class java.lang.Integer :
 
20121213/200922.236 - U0003620 Routine 'UCEX_R' forces trace because of error.
20121213/200922.237 - U0003449 Output to the TRACE file is finished.
20121213/200922.241 - U0003450 The TRACE file was opened with the switches '0000000000000001'.
20121213/200922.325 - U0003449 Output to the TRACE file is finished.
20121213/200955.151 - U2000015 Periodical job test started.
20121213/201056.314 - U2000015 Periodical job test started.
.20121213/201158.661 - U2000015 Periodical job test started.

 Automatically Creating Jobs
Create one or more Automation EngineRA Oracle E-Business Suite Agent Jobs from the Create Jobs sub-tab by selecting
values from the fields and clicking Create Jobs.

Prerequisite

Before creating Jobs from either the Create Jobs or Create Workflow sub-tabs, you must manually define one or more RA
Oracle E-Business Suite Agent Jobs to use as template Job(s). If you have specified values for fields on the Oracle E-Business
Suite tab for your template Job, they will be set for all Jobs you define from the Create Jobs and Create Workflow sub-tabs;
so it is best to select templates with similar program and application requirements. Parameter values will also be transferred
from the template Job to all newly created Jobs. So selecting a template without parameters is recommended, except when
creating new Jobs with the same parameter values.

If you want all the Jobs you create to have: Create and select a template Job with:

Only the parameters and values defined for the programs
within OEBS.

No additional parameters.

The same parameters and values setup and defined on the
Automation Engine template Job.

The parameters and values defined that would be useful when
creating new Jobs.

For more information on field values of the Oracle E-Business Suite tab, see topic Setting Job Program Information.

Procedure

To automatically create Jobs for Oracle E-Business Suite programs:

1. View the RA Oracle E-Business Suite Agent solution Agent from the numbered client where you wish to create the Jobs
and select the Oracle E-Business Suite tab and Create Jobs sub-tab.

2. Type or use the Select button to select the application short name of the Jobs you wish to create.
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When you click the Select button, the RA Oracle E-Business Suite Agent opens the Application Short Name dialog.

You can type the first few letters of a search in the Search field, and the RA Oracle E-Business Suite Agent will filter the
results. The Search field also supports UNIX regular expressions and the Oracle % wildcard for multiple characters. For
more information on the Search fields, see topic About Rapid Automation Agents.

3. Type or use the Select button to select the program names for the Jobs you wish to create.

To manually type in multiple program names, separate the program names with a comma and no spaces.

When you click the Select button, the RA Oracle E-Business Suite Agent opens the Program Names dialog.

If the Exclude Existing Jobs box on the Create Jobs sub-tab is checked, program names that already have Automation
Engine Jobs created for them will be excluded from the list on the Program Names dialog. The Exclude Existing Jobs
box is checked by default.

You can type the first few letters of a search in the Search field, and the Automation Engine will filter the results. The
Search field also supports UNIX regular expressions and the Oracle % wildcard for multiple characters. For more
information on the Search fields and the selection arrow icons used in this dialog, see topic About Rapid Automation
Agents.

4. Select a template Job from the Template Job drop-down list.
5. Type in or use the Select button to specify the Automation Engine folder you want to create these Jobs in.

If you do not specify a folder, the Jobs will be created in the <No Folder> folder.
6. Enter additional content to the New Job Name field, or leave the default value.

The New Job Name field allows for a mix of text and replacement values. The following replacement values are allowed:

• {PROGRAM}: The name of the Oracle E-Business Suite program.
• {APPLICATION}: The name of the Oracle E-Business Suite application.
• {TEMPLATE}: The name of the Oracle E-Business Suite template.

Example: If you have a program named OEBSPROG and a template Job named FINANCIALS then you could enter
{PROGRAM}-{TEMPLATE} to create a Job named OEBSPROG-FINANCIALS.

After automatically creating Jobs, the value you enter here is saved to a file named OEBS_jobName in the .RA
subdirectory of your OS user. It is then recalled the next time you open this tab when you log into the Automation Engine
user interface from the same computer as the same user.

7. Optionally uncheck the Exclude Existing Jobs box. Whether this box is checked or not will affect whether program names
with Automation Engine Jobs created for them will be included on the Program Names dialog when you create RA Oracle
E-Business Suite Agent Jobs from the Create Jobs sub-tab later.

• When this box is checked (default): Program names that already have Automation Engine Jobs created for them will
be excluded from the list on the Program Names dialog.

• When this box is unchecked: Program names that already have Automation Engine Jobs created for them will be
included in the list on the Program Names dialog.

8. Click Create Jobs to create the Job object(s).

Creating Jobs Manually

If you wish to create RA Oracle E-Business Suite Agent Jobs manually rather than automatically, you can do so in the same
way that you would for any other Automation Engine Job. Be sure to select OEBSAGENT > DEFAULT as the Job type so
that you can see the Oracle E-Business Suite tab.

 Automatically Creating a Workflow
Create an Automation Engine Workflow based on an Oracle E-Business Suite request set from the Create Workflow sub-
tab by selecting values from the fields and clicking Create Workflow. The RA Oracle E-Business Suite Agent creates the
Workflow object and all Jobs objects that are not already defined.

Prerequisite

Before creating Jobs from either the Create Jobs or Create Workflow sub-tabs, you must manually define one or more RA
Oracle E-Business Suite Agent Jobs to use as template Job(s). If you have specified values for fields on the Oracle E-Business
Suite tab for your template Job, they will be set for all Jobs you define from the Create Jobs and Create Workflow sub-tabs;
so it is best to select templates with similar program and application requirements. Parameter values will also be transferred
from the template Job to all newly created Jobs. So selecting a template without parameters is recommended, except when
creating new Jobs with the same parameter values.
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If you want all the Jobs you create to have: Create and select a template Job with:

Only the parameters and values defined for the programs
within OEBS.

No additional parameters.

The same parameters and values setup and defined on the
Automation Engine template Job.

The parameters and values defined that would be useful when
creating new Jobs.

For more information on field values of the Oracle E-Business Suite tab, see topic Setting Job Program Information.

Procedure

To automatically create an Automation Engine Workflow based on an Oracle E-Business Suite request set:

1. View the RA Oracle E-Business Suite Agent solution Agent object from the numbered client where you wish to create the
Jobs and select the Oracle E-Business Suite tab and Create Workflow sub-tab.

2. Type or use the Select button to select the application short name for the request set.

When you click the Select button, the RA Oracle E-Business Suite Agent opens the Application Short Name dialog.

You can type the first few letters of a search in the Search field, and the RA Oracle E-Business Suite Agent will filter the
results. The Search field also supports UNIX regular expressions and the Oracle % wildcard for multiple characters. For
more information on the Search fields, see topic About Rapid Automation Agents.

3. Type or use the Select button to select the request set you wish to create a Workflow for.

When you click the Select button, the RA Oracle E-Business Suite Agent opens the Request Set dialog.

If the Exclude Existing Workflows box on the Create Workflow sub-tab is checked, request sets that already have
Automation Engine Workflows created for them will be excluded from the list on the Request Set dialog. The Exclude
Existing Workflows box is checked by default.

You can type the first few letters of a search in the Search field, and the RA Oracle E-Business Suite Agent will filter the
results. The Search field also supports UNIX regular expressions and the Oracle % wildcard for multiple characters. For
more information on the Search fields, see topic About Rapid Automation Agents.

If a request set is selected using the Request Set dialog, a non-editable list of OEBS programs with their description and
stage number will be listed in the table at the bottom of the screen.

4. Select a template Job from the Template Job drop-down list.
5. Type in or use the Select button to specify the Automation Engine folder you want to create the Workflow and Jobs in.

If you do not specify a folder, the Workflow and Jobs will be created in the <No Folder> folder.
6. Enter additional content to the New Workflow Name and/or New Job Name fields, or leave the default value(s).

The New Workflow Name and New Job Name fields allow for a mix of text and replacement values. The following
replacement values are allowed:

• {PROGRAM}: The name of the Oracle E-Business Suite program.
• {REQUEST_SET}: The name of the Oracle E-Business Suite request set.
• {APPLICATION}: The name of the Oracle E-Business Suite application.
• {TEMPLATE}: The name of the Oracle E-Business Suite template.

Workflow Name Example: If you have a request set named FNDRSSUB43 and a template Job named FINANCIALS
then you could enter {REQUEST_SET}-{TEMPLATE} in the New Workflow Name field to create a Workflow named
FNDRSSUB43-FINANCIALS.

Job Name Example: If you have a program named OEBSPROG and a template Job named FINANCIALS then you could
enter {PROGRAM}-{TEMPLATE} in the New Job Name field to create a Job in your Workflow named OEBSPROG-
FINANCIALS.

After automatically creating Workflows, the values you enter into these fields are saved to files named OEBS_wfName
and OEBS_taskName in the .RA subdirectory of your OS user. They are then recalled the next time you open this tab
when you log into the Automation Engine user interface from the same computer as the same user.

7. Optionally uncheck the Exclude Existing Workflow box. Whether this box is checked or not will affect whether request
sets with Automation Engine Workflows created for them will be included on the Request Set dialog when you create RA
Oracle E-Business Suite Agent Jobs from the Create Workflow sub-tab later.

• When this box is checked (default): Request sets that already have Automation Engine Workflows created for them
will be excluded from the list on the Request Set dialog.
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• When this box is unchecked: Request sets that already have Automation Engine Workflows created for them will be
included in the list on the Request Set dialog.

8. Click Create Workflow to create the Workflow and Job object(s).

If Jobs already exist based on the naming convention specified in the New Job Name field, the existing Jobs will be
used. If Jobs do not exist for the programs, or they exist under a different name, new Jobs will be created and added to the
Workflow.

9. Repeat the steps above to create additional Workflow and Job object(s).

 Querying OEBS Programs
You can query for OEBS programs using a variety of criteria. Query results are informational only, and cannot be used to
modify the settings on the other sub-tabs.

Given the large number of Oracle E-Business Suite programs, you may find it useful to get a listing of programs based on a
variety of criteria. You can generate a list by defining a query on the Query sub-tab for the RA Oracle E-Business Suite Agent
solution Agent object and clicking the Query button. Query results are informational only. The Query results dialog shows
the number of rows at the bottom right.

Field Descriptions

The following table describes the fields on the Query Programs sub-tab.

• Application Short Name

Searches for programs in the selected application.
• Program

Searches for OEBS program name(s). Wildcards % and _ are allowed. The field is case sensitive.
• Program Description

Searches for OEBS program description(s). Wildcards % and _ are allowed.
• Job Exists

Checks Job settings and searches for programs:

• That are already Automation Engine Jobs, when you select Yes.
• That are not yet Automation Engine Jobs, when you select No.
• Without regard to whether they are already Automation Engine Jobs, when you select All.

• SRS

Checks for Standard Report Submission programs and searches for programs:

• That are SRS programs, when you select Yes.
• That are not SRS programs, when you select No.
• Without regard to whether they are SRS programs, when you select All.

• Capture Mode

Choose an entry from the list to specify the option for which to query:

• Excludes: Query only for OEBS programs that have been marked Excluded.
• Includes: Query only for OEBS programs that have been marked Included.
• Both: Query for OEBS programs that have been marked (either Included or Excluded).
• All: Query for All OEBS programs, regardless of Include/Exclude setting.

You can type the first few letters of a search in the Search field, and the RA Oracle E-Business Suite Agent will filter the
results. The Search field also supports UNIX regular expressions and the Oracle % wildcard for multiple characters. For more
information on the Search fields, see topic About Rapid Automation Agents.

 Adjusting Task Clean-up Minutes
You can adjust an RA Oracle E-Business Suite Agent solution Agent's clean-up interval from the ServiceManager utility.

If an RA Oracle E-Business Suite Agent solution Agent is shutdown while tasks are running or being captured, they can
sometimes be left in an intermediate state. When the Agent restarts, it will do a clean-up process after the clean-up time
interval has passed. This allows the Automation Engine time to process tasks that were running when the Agent was stopped.
The default time to wait before starting this clean-up is 20 minutes.
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If your Agent is often stopped while many tasks are running or being captured, which is not recommended and can cause
serious problems, then you may want to set a higher clean-up interval to avoid issues with tasks getting deleted before the
Automation Engine has had time to update them. This time may be changed on the start-up command in the ServiceManager
utility. To update the start-up command for an RA Oracle E-Business Suite Agent solution Agent, right-click the Agent listing
and select Properties, then add the following to the command after java:

-Doebs.cleanup.minutes=<number of minutes>

The example below sets the clean-up time to 30 minutes:

/usr/bin/java -Doebs.cleanup.minutes=30 -jar /users/qa4/v9/OEBS/bin/ucxjcitx.jar

3 Working with Jobs

RA Oracle E-Business Suite Agent Jobs include a special Oracle E-Business Suite tab with a Rapid Automation panel where
you can enter program, output and parameter information. All of these fields accept variables.

Viewing the Remote Status Field

The Remote status column in the Activities dialog shows the Job status in OEBS.

 Setting Job Program Information
Instructions for entering program and output information for RA Oracle E-Business Suite Agent Jobs are described below.

The Oracle E-Business Suite program fields are described below.

• User Name

The Oracle E-Business Suite user name under which the Oracle E-Business Suite program runs.
• Application

The application short name of the responsibility.
• Responsibility

The responsibility under which the Oracle E-Business Suite program runs.
• Program App Short Name

The application short name assigned to the program in Oracle E-Business Suite.

The Program App Short Name and Program field become read-only once the Job is saved. This is to prevent reassigning
automatically created Jobs to other OEBS programs.

• Language -|- Territory

Enter your language and territory in the format <language> -|- <territory>.
• Numeric Separators

Overrides the default value of the NLS_NUMERIC_CHARACTERS parameter to explicitly specify a new decimal
character and group separator. This field accepts two characters in the format dg where d is the new decimal character and
g is the new group separator.

The following illegal characters are not allowed and will prevent the Job from being saved until removed or replaced: 0-9,
-, +, >, and <.

• Program

The name of the Oracle E-Business Suite program to run. Programs are sometimes referred to by a longer, plain English
name like ‘Active Responsibilities and Users' but this field requires the shorter program name, for example ‘FNDSCARU'.

The Program App Short Name and Program field become read-only once the Job is saved. This is to prevent reassigning
automatically created Jobs to other OEBS programs.

• Printer
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The Oracle E-Business Suite printer.
• Printer Style

The Oracle E-Business Suite printer style.
• Copies

The number of copies to print.
• Save output

Y/N to specify whether to save output in Oracle. On by default.
• Print Together

Y/N to specify whether to print together.
• XML App Short Name

The applications short name for the XML publisher Template.
• XML Template

The template name for XML publisher report.
• XML Lang. and Terr.

The language and territory for XML publisher report.
• XML Output Format

The output format for XML publisher report.
• Output Wait Time

Allows you to override the global Agent Output Wait Time setting specified in the OEBS Agent definition. The output
wait time is the total number of seconds to wait for XML Publisher Job output. In some cases, when the Job finishes
with a Warning status, the output is not available at the time the Job completes, which results in the output file not being
registered for later viewing. If a wait time is specified, the Agent will wait for the file to be available before registering
output. The polling interval within the output wait time is determined by the Output Polling Time setting that can also be
set in the OEBS Agent definition and optionally overridden in the RA Oracle E-Business Suite Agent Job definition. You
may want to set an output wait time, if you don't want Jobs to show as Complete in the AWI until their output is created.
The Job will show as Complete in the AWI as soon as the Job completes and: 

• An output wait time is specified in the Agent or Job definitions and the output is present.
• An output wait time is specified in the Agent or Job definitions and the output wait time is exceeded.
• No output wait time is specified in the Agent or Job definitions.

• Output Polling Time

The seconds to wait poll between attempts if an output wait time is set in the Agent's Output Wait Time field or
overridden in the Job's Output Wait Time setting.

Default when not set in the Agent or Job defintion: 5
• Operating Unit

Organization ID number from OEBS.
• Description

An editable program description field. This value is not passed to OEBS.
• Security Group

Allows you to specify the SECURITY_GROUP_ID to pass to fnd_global.apps_initialize.
• Enforce Security

Determines whether to use security triple enforcement.

• When this box is checked (default): The User Name, Application Short Name, and Responsibility fields together
form a security triple for logging in to Oracle E-Business Suite and granting privileges. The values for the triple you
specify in these fields will be validated against the OEBS security system. If the validation fails, the program will not be
allowed to run.

• When this box is unchecked: Security triple enforcement is not used.
• Wait for Child Jobs

When checked, this Job will not finish until its child tasks from OEBS finish (it is checked by default). When waiting for
child tasks, the task status will be 'Child Wait'. Note that you may not see the ‘Child Wait' status for tasks that complete
quickly. The parent task will be expandable in the Activities dialog to allow you to see its child task.
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Prerequisite: To set up child task tracking, the child Jobs must be set for capture. For more information on capturing Jobs,
see topic Capturing RA Oracle E-Business Suite Agent Jobs

• ENDED_OK on Warning

When checked, finished Jobs with warnings in their Job reports will finish successfully in the Automation Engine with an
'ENDED_OK' status.

Fields on the Oracle E-Business Suite tab accept Automation Engine variables.

Setting Defined Parameters for SRS Program Jobs

If you select a Job that runs an SRS program with defined parameters, those parameters will be displayed below the fields
described above in the Defined Parameters box. For each of these parameters, you can:

• Type in a parameter value.

You can also populate parameters based on previous runs using the Populate Values button as described below.
• Change whether a value is required for the parameter using the Required box.
• Select a value for a parameter from a list when SQL is defined for the parameter by clicking the Select button.
• Edit or add a SQL statement that users can use to select a value for the parameter by clicking SQL.

When you click SQL, the Edit SQL dialog opens for the parameter. To add or edit SQL, type it in and click OK.

SQL from the OEBS database may need to be edited before it can be used for parameters.

Refreshing Defined Parameters

Defined parameters are added when the Jobs are created. Over time, a Job may have new parameters defined in Concurrent
Manager. To get the current set of parameters, click Refresh Parameters. If the Job has parameters that are not included in the
Defined Parameters box, they will be added.

To prevent the parameter values defined in the Job from being overwritten with the parameter values defined in the
application, check the Do Not Override Values box before clicking Refresh Parameters.

To not update any parameters containing defined values in the Defined Parameters box, check the Do Not Override Values
box before clicking Refresh Parameters.

Populating Defined Parameter Values

To populate parameter values based on previous runs, click the Populate Values button. This opens the Populate Values
dialog.

From the Populate Values dialog, you can: 

• Select a previous run from the Runs box and see the values for its parameters in the Values box.
• Use the Search field to filter the list of runs based on REQUEST_ID. You can type the first few numbers of a

REQUEST_ID  in the Search field, and the OEBS Agent will filter the results. The Search field also supports UNIX
regular expressions and the Oracle % wildcard for multiple characters. For more information on the Search fields, see
topic About Rapid Automation Agents.

• Change the number of listed runs based on what's available in the database by editing the Number of Runs and Previous
Hours fields and clicking Refresh.

• Not update any parameters containing defined values in the Defined Parameters box on the Oracle E-Business Suite tab
by checking the Do Not Override Values box.

When you have selected a run with parameter values you want to use, click OK. The Populate Values dialog closes, and the
parameters in the Defined Parameters box on the Oracle E-Business Suite tab are populated with the selected values. You
must save the Job for the parameter values to be saved.

Disregarding Required Parameter Settings

To disregard the Required parameter setting for all Defined Parameters brought over from the application, uncheck the
Enforce Required Parameters box.

 Capturing RA Oracle E-Business Suite Agent Jobs
Create one or more OEBSAGENT CAPTURE Jobs to mark OEBS programs for capture. Then execute the CAPTURE Job to
see marked OEBS programs initiated from Concurrent Manager monitored through the Automation Engine.

The RA Oracle E-Business Suite Agent can capture and manage OEBS programs initiated directly from Concurrent Manager.
To do this create one or more OEBSAGENT > CAPTURE Jobs to define the capture criteria. In the CAPTURE Job, from the
Oracle E-Business Suite tab you specify capture settings on the General sub-tab and mark OEBS programs for capture on the
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Jobs sub-tab. Once you have the criteria defined execute the CAPTURE Job and the RA Oracle E-Business Suite Agent will
capture all specified programs until the CAPTURE Job is canceled or the RA Oracle E-Business Suite Agent solution Agent is
stopped.

Only one CAPTURE Job can be Active at any one time. To switch between different CAPTURE Jobs, and institute the
different defined capture criteria, just cancel one and submit another.

When the specified OEBS programs are initiated by whatever mechanism you normally use to get them into Concurrent
Manager (e.g. a Foundation screen, CONCSUB command, or Windows application), the programs are monitored through the
Automation Engine. You can then use all the features of the Automation Engine to control the Jobs running on the system.

Specifying General Capture Settings

Fields for the General sub-tab are described below.

• Capture Mode

Determines what programs to capture.

• Only Includes: When this option is selected, the RA Oracle E-Business Suite Agent will capture programs selected on
the Jobs sub-tab marked with an Include capture mode.

• All but Excludes: When this option is selected, the RA Oracle E-Business Suite Agent will capture all programs unless
they are selected on the Jobs sub-tab marked with an Exclude capture mode.

• None: When this option is selected, the RA Oracle E-Business Suite Agent will not capture any programs.
• Capture Template

If you haven't defined a Job for a program, this template Job will be used when the program runs.
• Agent Must be Active for Capture

When this box is checked, Jobs are prevented from being captured when the Agent is down and they run in Concurrent
Manager

Marking Programs for Capture

To mark OEBS programs as included or excluded on the Job Capture tab:

1. Select the Include or Exclude radio button in the Capture Mode box at the bottom of the tab to specify the mode for
either including or excluding the programs you select.

2. Select the programs.

You can type the first few letters of a search in the Search field, and Automation Engine will filter the results. The Search
field also supports UNIX regular expressions and the Oracle % wildcard for multiple characters. For more information on
the Search fields and the selection arrow icons used in this dialog, see topic About Rapid Automation Agents.

Changing the Include/Exclude Mode for Selected Jobs

To change the include/exclude mode a selected Job, click that the Mode column for that Job's row and select Include or
Exclude.

Suggested Excludes

When managing OEBS programs through Automation Engine, we recommend that you start with a short list. For example,
selecting the All but Excluded processing option but no excludes are defined will intercept all OEBS programs, to manage
through Automation Engine. It would be better to start with a small subset by using the Included Only processing option and
include only a few OEBS programs. You can include additional OEBS programs at any time.

If you choose to use the All but Excludes option, you should be aware certain OEBS programs can exercise control over
Concurrent Manager itself. The suggested excludes include the following FND programs:

• ABORT
• ACTIVATE
• DEACTIVATE
• FDRSTE
• FNDCPBWV
• FNDREPRINT
• RESTART
• SHUTDOWN
• STARTUP
• VERIFY

Turning Capture On
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To turn on capture with the includes and excludes you have defined, run the CAPTURE Job you created. To turn off capture,
cancel the Job. Only one Capture Job can run at any given time, but you can define as many as you want and run the one you
want active at any given time.

Job Capture Behavior when the Agent is Shut Down

Job capture behavior is different depending on whether the Agent is intentionally or unexpectedly shut down.

If the Oracle E-Business Suite Agent: And the Agent Must be Active for
Capture box is:

Then:

Is intentionally shut down Checked or unchecked Job capture is turned off and programs
will run through Concurrent Manager
without being processed by the RA
Oracle E-Business Suite Agent.

Checked Marked programs are not captured when
the Agent is down, and they run through
Concurrent Manager without being
processed by the RA Oracle E-Business
Suite Agent.

Goes down unexpectedly and there is an
active CAPTURE Job

Unchecked (default) Job capture remains on, and marked
programs are prevented from running
through Concurrent Manager. Instead
they will stay in pending status until
the RA Oracle E-Business Suite Agent
solution Agent is restarted, at which
time they will be processed normally
through the Automation Engine.

 Overriding RA Oracle E-Business Suite Agent Job Attributes
You can read and set the specific attributes of RA Oracle E-Business Suite Agent Jobs by using the script elements GET_ATT
and :PUT_ATT. Additionally, instructions are included on how to display XML names for Job fields in tooltips. For
documentation on using GET_ATT and :PUT_ATT commands, see your Automation Engine documentation.

Job attributes are case-sensitive.

Field XML Name Available Values

User Name userName Text

Application application Text

Responsibility responsibility Text

Program App Short Name appShortName Text

Language -|- Territory language Text

Numeric Separators numericSeparators Text

Program program Text

Printer printer Text

Printer Style printerStyle Text

Copies copies Text

Save output saveOutput • true
• false
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Field XML Name Available Values

Print Together printTogether • true
• false

XML App Short Name xmlAppShortName Text

XML Template xmlTemplate Text

XML Lang. and Terr. xmlLanguage Text

XML Output Format xmlOutputFormat • PDF
• HTML
• EXCEL
• RTF

 

Operating Unit operatingUnit Text

Description programDesc Text

Security Group securityGroup Text

Enforce Security checkTriple • true
• false

Wait for Child Jobs childWait • true
• false

ENDED_OK on Warning warningEndOk • true
• false

Defined parameters prompt_0, prompt_1, prompt_2, etc. Text

Displaying Job Attributes for GET_ATT and :PUT_ATT Commands in the User Interface

You can display Job attributes names for Job fields to use in GET_ATT and :PUT_ATT commands in tooltips from the
Automation Engine's user interface. You do this by editing -DshowXmlNames=true in the ucdj.ini file for your user interface
as shown in the example below.

;command how to start the client
cmd="C:\Program Files (x86)\Java\jre7\bin\javaw" -Xmx1024m -Dsun.locale.formatasdefault=true -
DshowXmlNames=true com.uc4.ucdf.UCDialogFactory -U%User%

When you displayed Job attributes for field names in the user interface, and you hover your mouse over any Job field name,
the XML name is displayed. If the field already has a tooltip, the tooltip text is displayed, followed by a dash and the Job
attribute name. If the field does not have an existing tooltip, the tooltip text only displays the dash and Job attribute name.

 Troubleshooting: Dropping and Recreating Database Objects
In the event of invalid database objects, you can drop and recreate the database objects. You drop database objects by either:

• Copying the OEBS_DROP.sql file from the RA Oracle E-Business Suite Agent.zip file from the Automic Download
Center and running it from SQL*Plus.

• Logging into Client 0 and updating your RA Oracle E-Business Suite Agent, checking the Update Database Objects box
on the General sub-tab under the Agent's Oracle E-Business Suite tab and saving the Agent. The stopping and restarting
the service(s) for your RA Oracle E-Business Suite Agent solution Agent from the Service-Manager window or command
line.
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• Updating the trigger when the RA Oracle E-Business Suite Agent solution Agent is stopped. You do this by copying the
upgrade.sql file from the RA Oracle E-Business Suite Agent solution Agent .zip file from the Automic Download Center
and running it from SQL*Plus.

You may get invalid objects for various reasons and the Agent may fail to start. However, when Jobs run, there will be errors
like the following in the reports:

+++++++++++++++++++++++++++ Start of Runtime Exception ++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
+++++
java.sql.SQLException: ORA-04063: package body "APPS.UC4_OAE_PK" has errors
ORA-06508: PL/SQL: could not find program unit being called: "APPS.UC4_OAE_PK"
ORA-06512: at line 1

 Managing Output and Execution Options with the RA Tab
Using the RA tab, you can specify how Oracle E-Business Suite Job reports are saved, whether they include Agent log
information, and whether the information from the Oracle E-Business Suite Agent-specific tab is displayed when executing the
Job from the Automation Engine local client.

RA options are described below.

• Database

When checked, the Job report is managed in the Automation Engine. After the execution of a Job, the process protocol is
transferred to the Automation Engine database via file transfer.

• File

When checked, the Job report is managed in the Automation Engine. After the execution of a Job, the process protocol is
available in the target system as a file.

• Generate on error only

When checked, the Job report is stored in the Automation Engine database and/or a file in the target system only if the Job
has been canceled. This function is only available when Database and/or File are checked.

• Agent log

When checked, Job reports will include an Agent log tab with an Agent log when there are errors. Keeping this box
checked is recommended for troubleshooting purposes.

• Request task parameters

When checked, the information from the Job's Oracle E-Business Suite Agent-specific tab is available in the pop-up dialog
when you execute the Job. From this dialog, you can make one time changes for a single run of the Job. Some fields from
RA Agent-specific tabs can only be set in Job definitions. These fields are not included in the pop-up dialog when the Job
is requested and the Request task parameters option is checked.

 Setting Trace
When you need to troubleshoot a Rapid Automation Agent loaded into an Automation Engine system, you can turn on Rapid
Automation trace for AGENT and JOBS objects from either the System Overview dialog in the Automation Engine user
interface or the ucxjcitx.ini file. You can turn on Rapid Automation user interface trace from the uc4config.xml file.

Turning Rapid Automation Trace On or Off From the System Overview Dialog

To turn on trace for Rapid Automation AGENT and JOBS objects in the user interface, go to System Overview dialog, right-
click the Agent, pick Properties. In the dialog that pops up, set RA to 99 to turn trace on or set RA to 0 to turn trace off.

Turning Rapid Automation Trace On or Off From the ucxjcitx.ini File

To turn on trace for Rapid Automation AGENT and JOBS objects with the ucxjcitx.ini file:

1. Stop the Agent(s) from the ServiceManager window or command line.
2. Edit the ucxjcitx.ini file.
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To turn trace: Set:  

On for the Rapid Automation Agent, and its third-party
libraries

ra=99

Off ra=0

Third-party library trace can only be set in the ucxjcitx.ini file. It cannot be set through the UserInterface like for other
Agents

3. In the code below, ra=99 turns Rapid Automation trace on:

[TRACE]
file=..\temp\RA_TRACE_##.TXT
max_trace_kb=8000
tcp/ip=0ra=99
            
trccount=10

4. Restart the Agent(s).

Turning On Rapid Automation User Interface Trace

To turn on Rapid Automation user interface trace:

1. Exit out of the Automation Engine user interface.
2. From the uc4config.xml file, add ra="9" to the trace line as shown below:

<trace ra="9" count="10" xml="0" tcp="0">..\temp\UCDJ_TRC_##.TXT</trace>

3. Open the user interface.

Turning Off Rapid Automation User Interface Trace

To turn off Rapid Automation user interface trace:

1. Exit out of the Automation Engine user interface.
2. From the uc4config.xml file, add ra="0" to the trace line as shown below:

<trace ra="0" count="10" xml="0" tcp="0">..\temp\UCDJ_TRC_##.TXT</trace>

3. Open the user interface.

For more information on setting trace, see your Automation Engine documentation.

4 Release Highlights for the RA Oracle E-Business
Suite Agent v4

This topic includes the release highlights for all v4 releases of the RA Oracle E-Business Suite Agent. The release highlights
for the most recent v4 release are displayed first.

New Features Only in Major and Minor Versions of All Automic Software

Automic recommends that you always install the latest Service Pack or Hotfix. Both contain valuable corrections and bug fixes
between Major and Minor Releases, where new features and enhancements are introduced.

• Major Release: This is the main version of a software release. It is identified by the first segment of the entire version
number (such as the 10 in 10.0.0).
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• Minor Release: This includes new features, modifications and corrections that may contain major changes such as
database modifications. It is identified by the second segment of the entire version number (such as the 2 in 11.2.0).

• Service Pack: This is a patch for a release and contains corrections for errors. New features or modifications are not
included. Service packs are identified by the third segment of the entire version number (such as the 2 in 10.0.2).

• Hotfix: This is a minor sub-release to remove malfunctions and defects. Hotfixes are indicated by an HF number after the
version number (such as the 1 in 10.0.2 HF 1).

Getting the Latest Information

Documentation, release notes, and other information is often updated after software is released. The table below shows where
to find the most recent information for Automic software releases.

To find the most recent: Go to the:

Bug fixes, known issues, and workarounds Automic Download Center

HTML5 documentation and .pdf files for documentation and
release notes

To speed up the loading of RA solutions, the JavaHelp
documentation has been removed from all local client
solutions. Please use the Automic Hosted Documentation
instead.

Automic Hosted Documentation

Compatibility for Automic software components, versions,
and sub-components

Automic Compatibility Checker

Automic product support CA Support

V4.0.0

What's New: Support for the Automic Web Interface

The RA Oracle E-Business Suite Agent has been redesigned and is now supported for the Automic Web Interface, which is
available for Automation Engine v12 and above.

Running Jobs in the Same EBS Database as Applications Manager While Migrating

If you upgrade from Applications Manager with the Oracle Applications Extension Agent to Automation Engine with the RA
Oracle E-Business Suite Agent, you may want to temporarily run some Jobs concurrently in both systems while migrating.

To do this, copy the OAE_OEBS_proc_overrides.sql file from the RA Oracle E-Business Suite Agent.zip file from the
Automic Download Center and run it from SQL*Plus.

When you are done migrating:

1. Run both OEBS_Drop.sql and OAE_AW_Drop.sql from SQL*Plus.
2. Start and stop the Oracle Applications Extension Agent in Applications Manager to clear the proc_override.
3. Start the RA Oracle E-Business Suite Agent solution Agent in Automation Engine.

5 Copyright

Copyright © Automic Software GmbH is a subsidiary of CA, Inc. All rights reserved.

Legal notice:

This documentation and any related computer software help programs (hereinafter referred to as the “Documentation”) are for
your informational purposes only and are subject to change or withdrawal by Automic at any time.

This Documentation may not be copied, transferred, reproduced, disclosed, modified or duplicated, in whole or in part, without
the prior written consent of Automic.

Notwithstanding the foregoing, if you are a licensed user of the software product(s) addressed in the Documentation, you may
print a reasonable number of copies of the Documentation for internal use by you and your employees in connection with that
software, provided that all Automic copyright notices and legends are affixed to each reproduced copy.

The right to print copies of the Documentation is limited to the period during which the applicable license for such software
remains in full force and effect. Should the license terminate for any reason, it is your responsibility to certify in writing to
Automic that all copies and partial copies of the Documentation have been returned to Automic or destroyed.

http://downloads.automic.com/
http://docs.automic.com/
http://docs.automic.com/
http://docs.automic.com/compatibility/
https://support.ca.com/
http://downloads.automic.com/
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TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AS AGREED BY AUTOMIC IN ITS APPLICABLE
LICENSE AGREEMENT, AUTOMIC PROVIDES THIS DOCUMENTATION “AS IS” WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY
KIND, INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION, ANY IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS
FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, OR NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT WILL AUTOMIC BE LIABLE TO THE
END USER OR ANY THIRD PARTY FOR ANY LOSS OR DAMAGE, DIRECT OR INDIRECT, FROM THE USE OF
THIS DOCUMENTATION, INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION, LOST PROFITS, LOST INVESTMENT, BUSINESS
INTERRUPTION, GOODWILL, OR LOST DATA, EVEN IF AUTOMIC IS EXPRESSLY ADVISED IN ADVANCE OF
THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH LOSS OR DAMAGE.

The use of any software product referenced in the Documentation is governed by the applicable license agreement and such
license agreement is not modified in any way by the terms of this notice.

The manufacturer of this Documentation is Automic.

Provided with “Restricted Rights.” Use, duplication or disclosure by the United States Government is subject to the restrictions
set forth in FAR Sections 12.212, 52.227-14, and 52.227-19(c)(1) - (2) and DFARS Section 252.227-7014(b)(3), as applicable,
or their successors.

6

To configure Workflow child Job tracking in Automation Engine v11.1 and above, you must: 

1. Enable child Job tracking in the RA Informatica Agent solution Agent object definition.

If you do not wish to track child Jobs of one or more particular Workflows, you can disabled it in their Job definition.
2. Specify a number of seconds as the Child Job Status Update Interval in the RA Informatica Agent solution Agent object

definition (default 30 seconds).

7

Using Search Fields

Some Rapid Automation dialogs include Search fields. Each Search field:

Example searches using UNIX regular expressions and the Oracle % wildcard are shown in the table below.

To search: Use: For example: Could return:

For text with a particular
beginning

<text> or ^<text> ^f fan, fast, or fun

With a single character
wildcard

<optional text>.<optional
text>

f.n fan or fun

With a multiple character
wildcard

<optional text>.*<optional
text> or <optional text>
%<optional text>

c.*t cat or carrot

For text with a particular
ending

%<text>$ or .*<text>$ %x$ mix, max, suffix

With a combination of
searches

<search>|<search> .an|^f can, fan, fast, fun, or man

By default searches behave as if they:

Assigning Programs or Options

Assign programs or options by moving them from the Unassigned panel to the Assigned panel. The table below describes how
to assign multiple options.

To: Do this:

Move a selected value between the two panels Double-click the value.

 -or-

Select the value and click the single arrow button.
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To: Do this:

Move all values between the two panels Click on the double arrow button.

Make multiple contiguous selections Hold down the Shift key and click the first and last values.

Make multiple nonadjacent selections Hold down the Control key and click on each value.

8

Automic Community

9

Automic Download Center

10

This path refers to the file system on the Agent host computer (which is also the Hyperion file system).

11

Technical Support Team

12

Printing Topics

To print individual topics from a HTML5 documentation, select the topic and click Print in the bar at the top of the screen.

To print entire guides, print from the .pdf files.

13

community.automic.com

14

Using the RA tab, you can specify how Oracle E-Business Suite Job reports are saved, whether they include Agent log
information, and whether the information from the Oracle E-Business Suite Agent-specific tab is displayed when executing the
Job from the Automation Engine local client.

15

To load Rapid Automation component .jar files into Applications Manager, go to the Tools menu and select Rapid Automation
Loader. This opens the Rapid Automation Loader window. Within this window you can browse the local directory structure,
select a directory where component .jar files are located, pick one and load it into Applications Manager.

This topic is not relevant when you load the Oracle E-Business Suite Agent into an Automation Engine system.

keyfile.ini Requirements

With Applications Manager, RA Agents require two lines in the keyfile.ini, one that allows the user to load the Agent .jar file
and the other that allows the specific type of Agent to run. If you have purchased an RA Agent, your keyfile.ini will have the
appropriate lines. However, if they are not present, or if you grab a keyfile.ini from a different instance, you will either not see

https://downloads.automic.com/
https://community.automic.com/
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the Rapid Automation Loader menu item (in the case of not having the RA line) or not be able to start the RA Agent. Text
from a sample keyfile.ini file with the RA Loader and two RA Agents is shown below:

RA=06-03-2013x12-31-2013x999
FTPAGENT=06-03-2013x12-31-2013x999
BANNERAGENT=06-03-2013x12-31-2013x999

Java Requirements

The Oracle E-Business Suite Agent requires Java 1.7 or above on the Agent machine and all machines where the client is
installed.

Setting Debug Before Loading the Agent

Before loading the Agent, it is a good idea to turn Rapid Automation debug on by adding radebuglevel=99 in the Agent's
awenv.ini file.

This will give more troubleshooting information if something goes wrong during the install. After a successful Agent install,
you can set radebuglevel=0, and restart the Agent to turn Rapid Automation debug off.

Using the Rapid Automation Loader

To use the Rapid Automation Loader:

1. Go to the Tools menu and select Rapid Automation Loader.

Applications Manager opens the Rapid Automation Loader window.
2. From the Rapid Automation Loader window, browse to a directory where RA components are on your PC using the

Browse button.
3. Select a component from the Available Components box.
4. Optionally enter an ID number for the component in the ID field. If you don't enter an ID number the next available number

will be used.

In most cases you would not need to worry about ID numbers. You would only need to set one in rare cases such as
when an Agent with references is deleted out of the database and it needs to be recreated with the same number in the
SO_OPERATORS table.

5. Click OK or Apply.

OK saves the changes and closes the window. Apply saves the changes and keeps the window open. In either case
a confirmation window will tell you that the component was loaded and the component will be added to the Loaded
Components box.

You will now be able to define Agents of this type in Applications Manager.
6. If you are upgrading an existing RA Agent type that you have Agents defined for, you must stop and restart the

AgentService process for all previously defined Agents.
7. Once the component has been loaded, you must log out and log back in to the Applications Manager client.

Deleting Loaded Components

To delete a loaded component, select the component and click Delete. In order to delete a component, you must first delete any
objects from Applications Manager that reference this component.

Comparing Build Information

To compare build information between available and loaded components, select an available component from your PC in the
Available Components box and a loaded component from the Loaded Components box and click Build Info. Applications
Manager opens the Build Info window shown below where you can compare the information for the two builds.

16

When no timeout is specified, the Job's Connection object setting is used.
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17

You can specify the timeout seconds between the Automation Engine UserInterface and Rapid Automation Agents using the
agentTimeout setting in the uc4config.xml file.

<paths>
        <docu type="hh">../../docu</docu>
        <!--docu type="wh">../docu</docu-->
        <!--browser type="Mozilla Firefox">/users/uc4/firefox/firefox</browser-->
        <logging count="10">../temp/UCDJ_LOG_##.TXT</logging>
        <trace count="10" ra="9" tcp="10" xml="10">../temp/UCDJ_TRC_##.TXT</trace>
        <tcpip_keepalive>1</tcpip_keepalive>
        <tcp_nodelay>1</tcp_nodelay>
        <agentTimeout>300</agentTimeout> 
        <SendBufferSize>1048576</SendBufferSize>
        <RecvBufferSize>1048576</RecvBufferSize>
</paths>

If no agentTimeout setting is specified, 100 seconds will be used.

When an Agent times out, a pop-up error is returned.

18

To browse the Agent file system (which is also the Hyperion file system) for the file, use the Browse button. If there is no
connection to the Agent, the Browse button is disabled.

19

Child Job tracking is available for Automation Engine v11.1/The RAcore v11.1 and above . With this feature, you can monitor
the status of each Session/Task within an RA Informatica Agent Workflow. In previous release, these Session/Task statuses
were only shown on the Job report when a Workflow Job finished. When a Workflow Job is running, the Sessions or Tasks
within that Workflow are shown under the running Workflow.

The status of the child and the remote status of the Informatica Session/Task will be updated periodically based on the Agents'
Child Job Status Update Interval setting.

This feature is for monitoring purposes only. The Session reports will still be available under the parent Workflow. No report
is available at the child level. No actions are available to manipulate the individual Sessions/Tasks of the Workflow. Child Job
statuses shown in Automation Engine do not affect the outcome of the Workflow Job run.

20

This topic describes how to install the Oracle E-Business Suite Agent in an existing Automation Engine system.

Steps to Install or Upgrade the Oracle E-Business Suite Agent

Make sure that this and other Java Agents can only connect to TCP port numbers that are lower than 65536. If they use a
higher port number, the Agent cannot start and aborts with an error message. This limitation is caused by Java and affects the
Agents for JMX, Databases, SAP, and RA.
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To set-up the RA Oracle E-Business Suite Agent, you need to:

• Meet the Java Requirements as described in the Java Requirements section below.
• Load a license in the database for the Agent.
• Put the Agent core file(s) on the host machine.
• Do one of the following: 

• For Windows: Execute the setup.exe file.
• For UNIX: Unpack the ucxjcitx.tar.gz file.

• Edit the ucxjcitx.ini file.
• Load the Oracle E-Business Suite .jar file into the database.
• Create an Agent object. The RA Agent only starts if an Agent object of the same name exists in system client 0000.
• Enable Rapid Automation trace to provide more troubleshooting information.
• Start the Agent.
• Disable Rapid Automation trace.

Running Jobs in the Same EBS Database as Applications Manager While Migrating

If you upgrade from Applications Manager with the Oracle Applications Extension Agent to Automation Engine with the RA
Oracle E-Business Suite Agent, you may want to temporarily run some Jobs concurrently in both systems while migrating.

To do this, copy the OAE_OEBS_proc_overrides.sql file from the RA Oracle E-Business Suite Agent .zip file from the
Automic Download Center and run it from SQL*Plus.

When you are done migrating:

1. Edit the RA Oracle E-Business Suite Agent solution Agent object associated with Automation Engine and check the
Update Database, after Agent Restart box.

2. Stop the RA Oracle E-Business Suite Agent solution Agent.
3. Stop the OAE Agent associated Applications Manager.
4. From SQL*Plus, run the following:

drop procedure uc4_user_proc;
drop procedure appworx_user_proc;

5. Start the RA Oracle E-Business Suite Agent solution Agent.
6. Edit the OAE Agent and click the Update button
7. Start the Agent

Java Requirements

On the host
and each machine where an Automation Engine user interface is installed
, check the current version of your system's Java Virtual Machine (JVM) using the following command:

java -version

The Oracle E-Business Suite Agent requires Java 1.7 or 1.8 on the Agent machine and all machines where the user interface
is installed. If Java 1.7 or 1.8 are not the default version of Java for the user interface, it can be specified in the ucdj.ini file as
shown below:

cmd="C:\Program Files (x86)\Java\jre7\bin\javaw" -Xmx1024m -Dsun.locale.formatasdefault=true -
 com.uc4.ucdf.UCDialogFactory - U%User%

http://downloads.automic.com/
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On the Agent machine, the explicit path to the Java JDE or JDK 1.7 or 1.8 is needed on the command to start the Agent. An
example is shown below:

/etc/alternatives/jdk1.7.0_45/bin/java  -Xmx2048m  -jar ucxjcitx.jar disable_cache

For platform-specific Java requirements on your Automation Engine machine, see your Automation Engine release notes.

You can get the necessary files to install Java from Oracle.

License File Requirement

License files for RA Agents need to have a EX.RA.<AGENT TYPE> line in them and be loaded into the database. For more
information on loading keyfiles, see your Automation Engine documentation.

Putting Agent Core Files on the Host Machine

Install each RA Agent in its own sub-directory on its host machine.

Warning:  The Agent core must be the same version as the Automation Engine. You can update the Agent core by
getting updated files for an Automation Engine release by downloading the image for that release from the Automic
Download Center and putting the Agent files in place following these instructions.

For UNIX

1. On the host machine, create a directory for the Agent. We highly recommend installing each RA Agent type on the same
host in its own sub-directory. For example:

automic/agents/ra_ftp
automic/agents/ra_bo
automic/agents/ra_ws

2. Copy the ucxjcitx.tar.gz file in the \Automation.Platform\Agents\rapidautomation\Core\unix sub-directory from the
Automic Download Center to the sub-directory you created for this Agent.

3. Unpack the ucxjcitx.tar.gz file using the following commands:

gunzip ucxjcitx.tar.gz
tar -xvf ucxjcitx.tar

For Windows

1. On the host machine, create a directory for the Agent. We highly recommend installing each RA Agent type on the same
host in its own sub-directory. For example:

C:\automic\agents\ra_ftp
C:\automic\agents\ra_bo
C:\automic\agents\ra_ws

2. Copy the files in the \Automation.Platform\Agents\rapidautomation\Core\windows\x86 sub-directory from the
Automic Download Center to the sub-directory you created for this Agent.

3. Execute the setup.exe file.

Supplied Files

The Rapid Automation Agent core includes the following notable files:

• ucxjcitx.jar

Agent core for Rapid Automation

http://downloads.automic.com/
http://downloads.automic.com/
http://downloads.automic.com/
http://downloads.automic.com/
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• ucxjcitx.ini

Rapid Automation configuration file
• *.jar

Libraries
• uc.msl

Message library
• setup.exe

The Windows installation executable for the RA Agent core

Editing the ucxjcitx.ini File

Edit the required parameters in the ucxjcitx.ini file for the RA Agent described below.

• name

Name of the Agent object. The Agent name is limited to 32 of the following characters: "A-Z", "0-9", "_", ".", "$", "@", "-"
and "#".

Hyphens ("-") are only allowed in Agent names. They must not be used in the names of any other objects.

Although Agent names are limited to 32 characters, you should keep them under 25 characters. The last seven characters
are used for adding the suffix '.NEW.nn' when a new Agent is created from its template.

• system

Automation Engine system name. This entry must be identical to the entry in the .ini file of the Automation Engine server.
• cache_directory

Directory to which the Agent should store the RA solutions. This will be set to cache by default and does not need to be
altered unless you want to change it.

• lib_directory

Directory that contains external libraries that are not part of the solution (such as ojdbc6.jar).

Default: lib
• ra

Used for additional trace. Before starting a newly installed or upgraded Agent, it is a good idea to turn Rapid Automation
trace on by adding ra=99 as shown below. This will give more troubleshooting information if something goes wrong
during the install. After a successful Agent start, you can set ra=0, and restart the Agent to turn Rapid Automation trace
off.

• cp

Address of the communication process in the Automation Engine system to which the Agent should connect itself. The
format is:

<DNS name or TCP/IP address>:<port number> 

For information on the additional parameters in the ucxjcitx.ini file, see your Automation Engine documentation.

A sample ucxjcitx.ini file is shown below. The required parameters are shown in bold:

[GLOBAL]
name=RA01
            
system=AE
            
logcount=10
logging=../temp/RA_LOG_##.TXT
;LogMaxSize: 0...default, qualifiers k...Kilo, M...Mega, G...Giga
LogMaxSize = 0
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language=E
helplib=uc.msl
 

[RA]
cache_directory=cache
            
ext_directory=external
shared_directory=shared
lib_directory=lib
            
 

[TCP/IP]
connect=20
cp=localhost:2217
 

[AUTHORIZATION]
KeyStore=
InitialPackage=
 

[VARIABLES]
uc_host_jcl_var=RA
uc_ex_path_bin=.
uc_ex_path_temp=..\temp\
uc_ex_path_jobreport=..\temp\
 

[TRACE]
file=..\temp\RA_TRACE_##.TXT
;TraceMaxSize: 0...default, qualifiers k...Kilo, M...Mega, G...Giga
TraceMaxSize=0
tcp/ip=0
ra=99
            
trccount=10
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[CP_LIST]
2218=PC01
            

Loading the Oracle E-Business Suite .jar File into the Database

On the host machine, start the utility AE.DB Load and select the RA Oracle E-Business Suite Agent's .jar file. The utility will
then load it to the Automation Engine database. The .jar file can be loaded via the graphical interface or the Java batch mode
(ucybdbld.jar) of the utility Automation Engine DB Load. Loading with the Automation Engine DB Load in batch mode
(ucybdbld.exe) under Windows is not possible.

The RA Agent can only connect to one RA solution. If you intend to use several RA solutions, keep in mind that each solution
requires its own RA Agent.

You cannot load the same .jar file of an RA solution to several systems at a time. Any attempt to do so can cause the utility
Automation Engine DB Load to abort.

Starting the Oracle E-Business Suite Agent

The Oracle E-Business Suite Agent only starts if an Agent object of the same name exists in system client 0000. A template for
the Agent objects is stored in the TEMPLATE folder.

You can use the following command to start the Agent via the command line (UNIX and Windows):

java -jar -Xrs -Xmx256M ucxjcitx.jar disable_cache
/etc/alternatives/jdk1.7.0_45/bin/java  -Xmx2048m  -jar ucxjcitx.jar disable_cache

You can also start the Oracle E-Business Suite Agent using the Service Manager program. For more information, see your
Automation Engine documentation.

If you load the Oracle E-Business Suite solution, then start the Agent shortly afterward, you may get a cached Agent rather
than the one you just loaded. You can avoid this by adding disable_cache to the end of the start command. That way the
loaded version is always started.

There are two –D options for starting the RA Oracle E-Business Suite Agent:

• ra.oebs.childWaitSleep

The number of seconds a parent Job will sleep, after it completes, to wait for child Jobs to be captured. You may need to
increase this setting if parent Jobs often run so quickly that their child Jobs have not yet started.

Default if not set: 5
• ra.oebs.jobPoolSize

This pertains to a performance improvement regarding the number of open connections used by Jobs. In previous RA
Oracle E-Business Suite Agent releases, each Job got a connection when it started and released it when it was done. When
a Job requested a connection and none were available, the connection pool would create a new one. So if there were a large
number of simultaneous Jobs running, the size of the connection pool would be very large and could cause resource issues.

Now Jobs get a connection when they need to make a call to the database and return it when the call is done. These calls
typically have a very short duration, and each Job makes only a small number of calls. The connection pool is now a fixed
size by default. If no connection is available when a Job needs one, it will wait until one is returned to the pool. If a larger
connection pool size is required, you can specify a larger value here.

Default if not set: 5
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The following shows an example shows of both -D options set in the Service Manager program:

/usr/bin/java -Dra.oebs.childWaitSleep=10 -Dra.oebs.jobPoolSize=20 -jar /u01/users/agents/OEBS/bin/
ucxjcitx.jar disable_cache

21

Using the Compatibility Checker

The Automic Compatibility Checker found at docs.automic.com is the only official and up to date source for compatibility of
Automic software components, versions, and sub-components.

22

To set up SSL, get the x509 certificate from the application server, convert it to binary if it is text, and import the certificate
into the cacerts file of the
JRE
.

SSL authentication is not a Rapid Automation function, it is provided by the JVM infrastructure.

To successfully connect using SSL to a service:

1. Get the x509 certificate from the application server (FTPS server, HTTPS Web Service, etc.).
2. If the certificate file is a text file, issue the following command:

openssl x509 -in "<absolute path name for the certification file>" -out cert.der -outform DER

3. Use the following command to import the certificate into the cacerts file of the
JRE
:

keytool -import -v -alias serverCert -file cert.der -keystore "<path for the cacerts file for your JRE>"

23

Default value:

24

Contents

The Contents tab contains the contents of the documentation in a tree-view of the directory structure. It includes all the guides
and their topics.

To expand or collapse a book or topic with subtopics, click it. To view a topic, click it too.

If you click a hyperlink in a topic that takes you to a new topic, the table of contents is refreshed to show your location.

http://docs.automic.com/compatibility/
http://docs.automic.com/
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Using the Rapid Automation page, you can specify how Job reports are saved, and whether they include Agent log
information.

26

The format of the documentation at docs.automic.com requires a Web browser. There you will find the most up to date version
of this documentation. In addition you will find the latest Automic software components.

27

Searching the HTML5

You can search through the entire documentation using the search field in the top right-hand corner of the web page. Enter one
or more search terms in the field and start the search either by clicking the magnifying glass icon or using the Enter key. The
search results are displayed in a separate screen.

• Uppercase and lowercase letters are not distinguished (not case-sensitive).
• You can use any combination of letters (a-z) and numbers (0-9).
• You can search for several words. The following combinations can be used: AND relations (separators: AND, +, &), OR

relations (blank or | can be used as a separator) and negations (^ character in front of the term, NOT will not work).
• To combine search operators and expressions, use ( ). Example: term1 AND (term2 OR term3).
• A search for run will also yield the following results: running, runner and runtime.
• Search results will be highlighted.
• Wildcard characters are not supported.
• Punctuation marks that are used in the word (such as a dot, colon, semi colon, comma or hyphen) have the effect that the

searched term is split into two words.

28

Wildcard characters are not supported.

29

On the host
and each machine where an Automation Engine user interface is installed
, check the current version of your system's Java Virtual Machine (JVM) using the following command:

java -version

The Oracle E-Business Suite Agent requires Java 1.7 or 1.8 on the Agent machine and all machines where the user interface
is installed. If Java 1.7 or 1.8 are not the default version of Java for the user interface, it can be specified in the ucdj.ini file as
shown below:

cmd="C:\Program Files (x86)\Java\jre7\bin\javaw" -Xmx1024m -Dsun.locale.formatasdefault=true -
 com.uc4.ucdf.UCDialogFactory - U%User%

http://docs.automic.com/
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On the Agent machine, the explicit path to the Java JDE or JDK 1.7 or 1.8 is needed on the command to start the Agent. An
example is shown below:

/etc/alternatives/jdk1.7.0_45/bin/java  -Xmx2048m  -jar ucxjcitx.jar disable_cache

For platform-specific Java requirements on your Automation Engine machine, see your Automation Engine release notes.

You can get the necessary files to install Java from Oracle.

30

This topic provides

31

Automic documentation is written as a series of topics. Each topic begins with a heading followed by a summary paragraph.
The summary paragraph states the key concepts presented in the topic. To get a quick overview of a chapter, read the summary
paragraph for each topic and look at the images and their captions.

Documentation at docs.automic.com contains the most up to date version of this documentation. It is provided in both .pdf and
HTML5 formats.

The HTML5 documentation is displayed as individual HTML pages. You can:

• Find documents in the table of contents.
• Find documents with full-text search.
• Print individual topics.

32

Automic recommends that you always install the latest Service Pack or Hotfix. Both contain valuable corrections and bug fixes
between Major and Minor Releases, where new features and enhancements are introduced.

• Major Release: This is the main version of a software release. It is identified by the first segment of the entire version
number (such as the 10 in 10.0.0).

• Minor Release: This includes new features, modifications and corrections that may contain major changes such as
database modifications. It is identified by the second segment of the entire version number (such as the 2 in 11.2.0).

• Service Pack: This is a patch for a release and contains corrections for errors. New features or modifications are not
included. Service packs are identified by the third segment of the entire version number (such as the 2 in 10.0.2).

• Hotfix: This is a minor sub-release to remove malfunctions and defects. Hotfixes are indicated by an HF number after the
version number (such as the 1 in 10.0.2 HF 1).

33

What you can find here:

34

Canceling RA FTP Agent Jobs

If you cancel an RA FTP Agent Job, it will cancel the remaining commands, but the currently running command will complete.

35

This topic includes the following:

http://docs.automic.com/
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The Login field on the Attributes 
tab
is not used for Automation Engine Jobs of the Oracle E-Business Suite Agent.

37

Agents are the objects that establish the connection between the Automation Engine and the application or operating system
where Jobs are processed. Agents start, monitor and report the current status of the Jobs.

The term Rapid Automation refers to a generic technology that is able to include and process various automation solutions in
Automation Engine. The solutions are realized through Rapid Automation (RA) solutions. RA Agents make the functions of an
RA solution accessible.

After loading an RA .jar file into the Automation Engine, you will be able to define RA Agent-specific connection, Agent, and
Job objects with unique screens. The topics in this guide describe how to use these RA screens, not how to define connection,
Agent, and Job objects. For information on creating these objects, see your Automation Engine or documentation.

Using Object Variables in Fields

You can use object variables in the format &<variable name> in most fields on Rapid Automation panels. The values of these
object variables will be replaced at run time.

It is recommended that you terminate object variable names with a # character.

Using Search Fields

Some Rapid Automation dialogs include Search fields. Each Search field:

Example searches using UNIX regular expressions and the Oracle % wildcard are shown in the table below.

To search: Use: For example: Could return:

For text with a particular
beginning

<text> or ^<text> ^f fan, fast, or fun

With a single character
wildcard

<optional text>.<optional
text>

f.n fan or fun

With a multiple character
wildcard

<optional text>.*<optional
text> or <optional text>
%<optional text>

c.*t cat or carrot

For text with a particular
ending

%<text>$ or .*<text>$ %x$ mix, max, suffix

With a combination of
searches

<search>|<search> .an|^f can, fan, fast, fun, or man

By default searches behave as if they:

Assigning Programs or Options

Assign programs or options by moving them from the Unassigned panel to the Assigned panel. The table below describes how
to assign multiple options.

To: Do this:

Move a selected value between the two panels Double-click the value.

 -or-

Select the value and click the single arrow button.

Move all values between the two panels Click on the double arrow button.

Make multiple contiguous selections Hold down the Shift key and click the first and last values.

Make multiple nonadjacent selections Hold down the Control key and click on each value.
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Putting RA Business Objects Agent .jar Files on the Agent Machine

39

RA options are described below.

• Database

When checked, the Job report is managed in the Automation Engine. After the execution of a Job, the process protocol is
transferred to the Automation Engine database via file transfer.

• File

When checked, the Job report is managed in the Automation Engine. After the execution of a Job, the process protocol is
available in the target system as a file.

• Generate on error only

When checked, the Job report is stored in the Automation Engine database and/or a file in the target system only if the Job
has been canceled. This function is only available when Database and/or File are checked.

• Agent log

When checked, Job reports will include an Agent log tab with an Agent log when there are errors. Keeping this box
checked is recommended for troubleshooting purposes.

• Request task parameters

When checked, the information from the Job's Oracle E-Business Suite Agent-specific tab is available in the pop-up dialog
when you execute the Job. From this dialog, you can make one time changes for a single run of the Job. Some fields from
RA Agent-specific tabs can only be set in Job definitions. These fields are not included in the pop-up dialog when the Job
is requested and the Request task parameters option is checked.

40

Documentation, release notes, and other information is often updated after software is released. The table below shows where
to find the most recent information for Automic software releases.

To find the most recent: Go to the:

Bug fixes, known issues, and workarounds Automic Download Center

HTML5 documentation and .pdf files for documentation and
release notes

To speed up the loading of RA solutions, the JavaHelp
documentation has been removed from all local client
solutions. Please use the Automic Hosted Documentation
instead.

Automic Hosted Documentation

Compatibility for Automic software components, versions,
and sub-components

Automic Compatibility Checker

Automic product support CA Support

41

http://automic.com/about/training/

http://downloads.automic.com/
http://docs.automic.com/
http://docs.automic.com/
http://docs.automic.com/compatibility/
https://support.ca.com/
https://automic.com/about/training/
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When you need to troubleshoot a Rapid Automation Agent loaded into an Automation Engine system, you can turn on Rapid
Automation trace for AGENT and JOBS objects from either the System Overview dialog in the Automation Engine user
interface or the ucxjcitx.ini file. You can turn on Rapid Automation user interface trace from the uc4config.xml file.

Turning Rapid Automation Trace On or Off From the System Overview Dialog

To turn on trace for Rapid Automation AGENT and JOBS objects in the user interface, go to System Overview dialog, right-
click the Agent, pick Properties. In the dialog that pops up, set RA to 99 to turn trace on or set RA to 0 to turn trace off.

Turning Rapid Automation Trace On or Off From the ucxjcitx.ini File

To turn on trace for Rapid Automation AGENT and JOBS objects with the ucxjcitx.ini file:

1. Stop the Agent(s) from the ServiceManager window or command line.
2. Edit the ucxjcitx.ini file.

To turn trace: Set:  

On for the Rapid Automation Agent, and its third-party
libraries

ra=99

Off ra=0

Third-party library trace can only be set in the ucxjcitx.ini file. It cannot be set through the UserInterface like for other
Agents

3. In the code below, ra=99 turns Rapid Automation trace on:

[TRACE]
file=..\temp\RA_TRACE_##.TXT
max_trace_kb=8000
tcp/ip=0ra=99
            
trccount=10

4. Restart the Agent(s).

Turning On Rapid Automation User Interface Trace

To turn on Rapid Automation user interface trace:

1. Exit out of the Automation Engine user interface.
2. From the uc4config.xml file, add ra="9" to the trace line as shown below:

<trace ra="9" count="10" xml="0" tcp="0">..\temp\UCDJ_TRC_##.TXT</trace>

3. Open the user interface.

Turning Off Rapid Automation User Interface Trace

To turn off Rapid Automation user interface trace:

1. Exit out of the Automation Engine user interface.
2. From the uc4config.xml file, add ra="0" to the trace line as shown below:

<trace ra="0" count="10" xml="0" tcp="0">..\temp\UCDJ_TRC_##.TXT</trace>

3. Open the user interface.
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For more information on setting trace, see your Automation Engine documentation.

43

Specifying Job Report Settings

Using the settings in the Job Report section, you can specify how Job reports are saved.

• Store to

• Database: When checked, the Job report is managed in the Automation Engine. After the execution of a Job, the
process protocol is transferred to the Automation Engine database via file transfer.

• File: When checked, the Job report is managed in the Automation Engine. After the execution of a Job, the process
protocol is available in the target system as a file.

• Generate on error only

Determines when the Job report is stored in the Automation Engine database and/or a file in the target system. Options are:

• Always
• On error only

This function is only available when Database and/or File are checked above.

Specifying Whether to Write Agent Log to the Job Report

Using the settings in the Write agent log, to job report option in the Optional reports section, you can determine whether
Job reports will include an Agent log tab with an Agent log when there are errors. Keeping this box checked is recommended
for troubleshooting purposes.
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Log messages from Hyperion Financial Data Management Enterprise Edition can only be correctly translated/displayed in the
Job reports if they are either Latin-9 or UTF-16 encoded.
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• boolean

A type with only two possible values: true and false. Either 'true' or 'TRUE' must be used to evaluate to true, any other
value will evaluate to false.

• byte

An 8-bit signed two's complement integer. It accepts either a character in single quotes, like 'a', or a binary value between
-128 and 127.

Any characters not defined in the ASCII character-encoding scheme will not be translated accurately.
• double

A double-precision 64-bit IEEE 754 floating point.
• float

A single-precision 32-bit IEEE 754 floating point.
• int

An integer.
• long

A 64-bit two's complement integer.
• short

A 16-bit signed two's complement integer.

https://automic.com/training-services
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• String

A sequence of characters.
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Specifying General RA JMS Agent Solution Agent Settings
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There are different types of Rapid Automation debug that can be set in Applications Manager.

For more information on setting debug, see your Applications Manager documentation.

This topic is not relevant when you load the Oracle E-Business Suite Agent into an Automation Engine system.

To set debug for: Do the following:

An Agent Check the Agent Debug box on the General tab in the Agent
definition.

Job submit and run for a single task Select an option from the Debug Level field on the Submit
window.

Job submit and run for all tasks Add radebuglevel=9 to the Agent's awenv.ini file. To turn
this debug off, set radebuglevel=0. Debug information will
be written to the task's system output log file.
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